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Chapter 651: Capture Hao Ren! 

 

“Ok.” Su Han nodded coolly and walked out of the house with Lady Zhen. 

Grandma was baffled. But since Lady Zhen said it would take only a while, she thought it was a minor 

thing. Beckoning to Xie Yujia and the Lu sisters, she said, “Girls, I’m hungry. Can you please make 

something to eat?” 

“Ok!” Xie Yujia and the Lu sisters answered cheerfully. 

The Lu sisters had sensed masters near the house, but they were not worried since they had seen the 

power of Lady Zhen. 

Anyway, Lady Zhen had given them gifts to show her friendliness, and it seemed she didn’t plan to bring 

Zhen Congming back to the Demon Sea. 

The Lu sisters had no dealings with Zhen Congming, but with everyone gathering around Hao Ren, 

people were good to him too. 

Besides, since Qiu Niu had taken Zhen Congming as his disciple, even Lady Zhen didn’t dare to bring him 

back to the Demon Sea. She had come to visit Zhen Congming on the Moon Festival Day so that she 

could spend it with him. 

While people in the house began to prepare breakfast, Su Han had walked out of the door with Lady 

Zhen. 

It was drizzling outside. Lady Zhen picked up her oil-paper umbrella lightly, and the colorful umbrella 

snapped open, looking exceptionally bright in the rain. 

Walking beside Lady Zhen, Su Han was naturally covered by the umbrella. 

“How many?” Lady Zhen asked Su Han. 

“Six. All peak Qian-level,” Su Han answered calmly. 

Lady Zhen covered her smile as she said, “Hehe… It seems like the Dragon God Shrine has conflicts with 

the metal-elemental dragons.” 

“I didn’t say that.” Su Han glanced at her coldly. 

In fact, the Dragon God Shrine didn’t get along with metal-elemental dragons who challenged the 

management of the Dragon God Shrine due to their great power and unique habits. Besides, they had 

their own decision-making team, the Elder Council. 

The six metal-elemental dragon cultivators who are at peak Qian-level were undoubtedly members of 

the Elder Council. 



Although Su Han didn’t know why they came here, as the regional inspector of East Ocean City, she was 

displeased that the metal-elemental dragons had entered the territory of East Ocean without reporting 

to her. 

It was why she had immediately agreed to come out with Lady Zhen. 

“Then, I’ll teach them a lesson on behalf of the Dragon God Shrine.” Ignoring Su Han’s words, Lady Zhen 

floated up. 

Not as powerful as Lady Zhen, Su Han didn’t dare to be careless while six metal-elemental dragons were 

around them. She flew into the high sky stepping on her longsword. 

Hua… Six metal-elemental dragon cultivators who were wearing white Taoist robes rushed out from the 

clouds. 

Without a word, Su Han shot out a green light with her longsword. As peak Qian-level cultivators in the 

Elder Council, they should know the rules of the Dragon God Shrine. 

They had appeared in East Ocean City, showing no regard for the Dragon God Shrine. 

Boom… The green light suddenly split into six pieces, shooting toward the six metal-elemental dragon 

cultivators. 

The six metal-elemental dragon cultivators immediately blocked the green light, but they felt their arms 

stinging from the attack, which surprised them. 

This longsword that was refined from the White Jade Sword had a Thunder Roc Tailbone melted into it. 

Thunder Roc had the highest flight speed among demon beasts, and it possessed lightning properties. 

That was why the attacks from this longsword contained some natural lightning energy. 

“Don’t get us wrong, Inspector Su. We came here to do some investigating,” one of the metal-elemental 

dragon cultivators said to Su Han. 

Stepping on the longsword, Su Han looked at them coldly. Since she had been immersed in cultivation, 

she didn’t know about Wang Shitong’s death in East Ocean City, and the Dragon God Shrine didn’t 

release the news. 

The six metal-elemental dragon cultivators secretly checked the realm of the beautiful woman who was 

standing beside Su Han and found that she was just a mid-tier Qian-level cultivator. Therefore, they 

disregarded her and turned their gazes back to Su Han. 

When they saw Su Han remain cold, they said after a moment of consideration, “A metal-elemental 

dragon cultivator died in East Ocean City, and we came to investigate this issue.” 

As members of the Elder Council and peak Qian-level cultivators, they had gotten the news of Wang 

Shitong’s death in East Ocean City after a few days. 

They had planned to keep clear of the spies of the Dragon God Shrine and the regional inspector of East 

Ocean City to catch Hao Ren who was the biggest suspect. However, they didn’t expect Su Han to be 

here. 



“Oh? A cultivator was killed?” Surprised, Su Han looked at them and said, “Since it happened in East 

Ocean City, it’s my job to investigate it, not yours.” 

The six metal-elemental dragon cultivators looked at each other angrily. 

It was a big issue that Wang Shitong, a peak Qian-level cultivator who could potentially charge into the 

Heavenly Dragon Realm, suddenly died in East Ocean City. That was why the six of them came together. 

After all, no one had dared to kill metal-elemental dragon cultivators in the past hundreds of years, let 

alone a peak Qian-level metal-elemental dragon cultivator. 

Since Su Han had half of the metal-elemental dragon bloodline and was the regional inspector 

representing the Dragon God Shrine, they had compromised by explaining it to Su Han. 

However, Su Han was still aggressive. 

On the other hand, Su Han was angry that the metal-elemental dragon cultivators entered East Ocean 

City to catch cultivators without warning. They were indeed arrogant! 

It was a big case that a metal-elemental dragon cultivator was killed in East Ocean City. If the metal-

elemental dragons had given a heads up to the Dragon God Shrine or Su Han, they probably would have 

allowed the metal-elemental dragons to do the investigation. 

“To tell the truth, the cultivator was Wang Shiting, a peak Qian-level cultivator from our Elder Council,” 

they continued. 

“Peak Qian-level…” Su Han froze for a moment and thought, “No wonder the metal-elemental dragon 

clan sent six pea Qian-level masters to investigate the death of the cultivator. However, who has the 

ability to kill such a master in East Ocean City, especially when the master was from the most powerful 

metal-elemental dragon clan?” 

“After some investigating, we found that the cultivator who is related to the case of Wang Shitong is in 

this house. We have come to invite this cultivator to help us investigate this issue,” one of the metal-

elemental dragon cultivators continued as he pointed at the small seaside house which was Hao Ren’s 

home. 

Meanwhile, they released powerful auras. 

Standing on the longsword, Su Han lost her balance and was sent flying dozens of meters. 

The six metal-elemental dragon cultivators came here to catch Hao Ren! 

Since Hao Ren was an inspector of the Dragon God Shrine, they had concealed their auras in East Ocean 

City so that they wouldn’t alert the Dragon God Shrine. Now that Su Han wouldn’t allow them to do 

their investigation, they didn’t need to conceal their strengths anymore! 

Standing dozens of meters behind Su Han, Lady Zhen lifted her palm and touched Su Han’s back lightly, 

stopping her backward momentum. 

“Humph!” 

The six metal-elemental dragon cultivators snorted arrogantly and dashed toward the house. 



Capturing a cultivator who was below Dui-level didn’t need the six of them to come together. However, 

worried that the powerful figure who had killed Wang Shitong was still in East Ocean City, they had 

come to East Ocean City together. 

After searching repeatedly, they had found no presence of a super master around. 

In their minds, they would get some clues as to who had killed Wang Shitong if they captured Hao Ren 

and interrogated him! 

As one of the eight elders of the Elder Council, Wang Shitong’s death was absolutely a big issue. If they 

captured Hao Ren, they didn’t think that the Dragon God Shrine would get angry at metal-elemental 

dragons for a small inspector. 

However, if they had consulted with the Dragon God Shrine before they investigated the inspector, then 

things would get complicated! 

For metal-elemental dragon cultivators, the fastest and most direct way to solve problems was by brute 

force! 

“How dare you!” 

Su Han suddenly understood that the cultivator whom they planned to catch was probably Hao Ren! 

Her longsword shot out three ice frost beams, trying to block the six metal-elemental dragons. 

The six metal-elemental dragon cultivators suddenly appeared in East Ocean City and had dodged the 

spies of the Dragon God Shrine on purpose to catch Hao Ren, an inspector of the Dragon God Shrine and 

the Commanding General of the East Ocean Dragon Clan! 

Right now, except for Hao Ren, the Lu sisters, and other cultivators, there were still three mortals 

including Yue Yang, Hao Zhonghua, and Grandma in the house! 

After losing a peak Qian-level elder, the metal-elemental dragon clan got so furious and humiliated that 

they ignored all the rules! 

If the battle began, the cultivators such as Hao Ren and Xie Yujia would be ok, but the mortals like 

Grandma would be in danger! 

Worried, Su Han shot out three ice frost beams again. 

The six metal-elemental dragon cultivators were here to capture the person they want and then return 

to their respective caves. The Dragon God Shrine could do nothing to them after the whole thing. 

Without the dragon palaces behind them, the metal-elemental dragon cultivators lived in their caves. If 

they caught Hao Ren, the Dragon God Shrine wouldn’t be able to find a way to negotiate with them. The 

Dragon God Shrine would either have to strike these six peak Qian-level cultivators or declare war 

against all the metal-elemental dragons! 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

The metal-elemental dragon cultivators shattered the three ice beams condensed by Su Han’s nature 

essence. 



She was only at top-tier Qian-level. Even if she had reached peak Qian-level, she wouldn’t be able to 

defeat these six old men. 

Wang Shitong was the weakest one among the eight peak Qian-level masters in the Elder Council. These 

six metal-elemental dragon cultivators had reached peak Qian-level hundreds of years ago! 

The Taiyi Cave Master had his own plan and thus didn’t come with them, but the six metal-elemental 

dragon cultivators didn’t think that a regional inspector could block them! 

Six white lights shot past Su Han. 

Standing behind Su Han, Lady Zhen was closer to the house. Since the six metal-elemental dragon 

cultivators knew that Su Han was a high-level inspector, they didn’t continue attacking her. However, 

they found the smiling woman who was floating in front of them an eyesore! 

Hua… Six white lights shot toward Lady Zhen. 

Lady Zhen didn’t move while the precious stones embroidered on her colorful traditional dress lit up 

slightly. 

As if the six blinding white lights had shot into cotton, not even moving a corner of the dress. 

“Hehehe…” Lady Zhen covered her smile and said, “You attacked me first.” 

Her pretty hand picked up her oil-paper umbrella lightly. 

Boom… More powerful than the Soul Formation Realm! 

Chapter 652: Master Amongst Masters! 

 

“Impossible!” Sensing the powerful presence beyond their imagination, the six metal-elemental dragon 

cultivators were stunned. 

Such an aura surpassed the Heavenly Dragon Realm and the Soul Formation Realm, and it shouldn’t be 

found in this world! They thought that it must have been faked through some special technique! 

As cultivators who had reached peak Qian-level after the traditional life-and-death training from the 

metal-elemental dragon clan, they circulated their nature essence to their limits and launched six white 

lights as thick as arms without hesitation. 

The six metal-elemental dragon cultivators of peak Qian-level all launched attacks with their full force! 

Holding her oil-paper umbrella, Lady Zhen still stood there and didn’t dodge. 

When the six white lights struck her body, her colorful dress brightened a bit, and the six lights vanished! 

Lady Zhen was covered in ultimate treasures! 

She had made this colorful treasured garment when she was bored, and it was in the same style as the 

dress that she had given to Zhao Yanzi. While Zhao Yanzi’s dress could only defend against attacks from 



ordinary Nascent Soul Realm cultivators, this dress could easily block violent strikes from peak Qian-level 

cultivators! 

Even the Soul Formation Realm cultivators couldn’t break this colorful treasure garment with ease! 

The attacks from peak Qian-level cultivators didn’t even break one golden thread on the garment. 

The six metal-elemental dragon cultivators looked at each other and were astonishment. 

After they reached peak Qian-level, they rarely met people who could rival them below Fifth Heaven. 

However, the combined force of the six of them couldn’t even damage Lady Zhen’s dress. What 

terrifying power was that! 

“Could she be a cultivator from the Above Realm?” they thought. 

“Little peak Qian-level cultivators; I’m not interested in fighting you.” Lady Zhen lifted her white hand 

and yawned. “You can catch anyone you want. But while I’m visiting this place, don’t spoil my fun!” 

When she said those last words, her tone became stern. 

The six metal-elemental dragon cultivators shook violently, sensing a crazy suppression that they had 

never felt before! 

They shivered with fear like kittens facing a tiger! 

Lady Zhen opened her right hand, and the oil-paper umbrella that had floral patterns on them flew up in 

the wind. 

The ordinary raindrops that were falling on the surface of the umbrella suddenly changed into golden 

raindrops and dashed outward. 

Swoosh… 

These raindrops were faster than bullets. 

Su Han walked closer to Lady Zhen and stood under the umbrella while the raindrops attacked the six 

metal-elemental dragon cultivators! 

“Supreme spiritual treasure!” The six metal-elemental dragon cultivators almost yelled. 

While the oil-paper umbrella spun slowing in the air, the raindrops that fell on it were bounced off 

continuously with golden lights. 

One of the metal-elemental dragon cultivators had his shoulder pierced by one raindrop! 

They immediately took out their dharma treasures to block, but their powerful dharma treasures were 

shattered when they touched the golden lights which were formed by the raindrops! 

“You have fun.” With a smile, Lady Zhen took Su Han’s hand and floated toward the house. 

Hovering in the air, the oil-paper umbrella was still turning slowly. 

The six metal-elemental dragon cultivators tried to flee, but they couldn’t move! 



Pu… They spat out a mouthful of essence blood to cast their secret techniques. However, when they 

flew only about a dozen meters higher, they were knocked back by an invisible wall. 

The raindrops fell on the umbrella steadily, and the golden lights bouncing off the umbrella forced them 

to scramble to dodge. 

They were like small wild beasts that were locked in a cage and were shot at by bullets! 

Lady Zhen landed on the ground while pulling Su Han with her. With a wave of her hand, another oil-

paper umbrella appeared in her palm. 

Su Han looked up and saw that oil-paper umbrella still hovering in the high sky. It looked ordinary, but 

the golden lights it shot out forced the six metal-elemental dragon cultivators to block with full force. 

The top-tier masters of the metal-elemental dragon clan were completely under Lady Zhen’s control! If 

the attacks continued, they would be seriously wounded or even killed! 

Su Han glanced at Lady Zhen, sensing the power of an eternal demon king. 

“With such little strength, how can you fight Qiu Niu?” Lady Zhen said lightly and pointed at Su Han’s 

inner elbow. 

Su Han’s jade longsword suddenly flew up, and Lady Zhen touched the handle with her finger. 

Hum! 

The jade longsword buzzed as there was a sudden addition of a trace of nature essence. 

Su Han caught the longsword and suddenly felt the intense lightning energy! 

The trace of demonic soul contained in the Thunder Roc Tailbone in the sword handle was activated, 

and the longsword seemed to be alive. 

The power of Su Han’s natal dharma treasure doubled! 

With the longsword in her hand, Su Han looked at Lady Zhen in surprise. 

“I met your mom once and even fought with her. You…” Lady Zhen glanced at Su Han and continued, 

“Look like your mom.” 

Su Han looked at Lady Zhen in confusion, wondering if she were telling the truth. 

She looked at the high sky again and saw the slowly turning oil-paper umbrella had expanded and had a 

diameter of hundreds of meters! 

The six metal-elemental dragon cultivators had been forced to the edge of the oil-paper umbrella, and 

each of them was covered in wounds. 

The dense raindrops landing on the umbrella were bounced off as thick golden lights. 

The huge umbrella could block hundreds of cultivators of peak Qian-level, let alone six of them! 

With the aid of the raindrops, the oil-paper umbrella was an unrivaled killing tool. However, it was only 

for blocking the rain for Lady Zhen. 



She had seven colorful traditional dresses for her to change into any time, and she had over a dozen 

similar oil-paper umbrellas to choose according to the patterns on them and her moods. 

She didn’t want to kill the six metal-elemental dragon cultivators to spoil her good mood and dirty one 

of her favorite oil-paper umbrellas with blood. 

“We are back!” Lady Zhen pushed open the door and said with a smile. 

She leaned the umbrella against the door and said, “I wanted to buy some fruit and asked Little Su to be 

my guide, but we couldn’t find any grocery stores.” 

“Forget the fruits!” Grandma waved her hand. “You’ve brought so many gifts already!” 

Lady Zhen and Su Han had been outside for only a few minutes, but that was enough for Lady Zhen to 

defeat six metal-elemental dragon cultivators who were at peak Qian-level. 

However, she didn’t like killing nor wanted to solve the problem for the Dragon God Shrine. If these 

tough metal-elemental dragons were killed, the Dragon God Shrine would get all the benefit while she 

got nothing from it. 

It would be worse if Qiu Niu blamed her for it after he came out of seclusion cultivation. 

However, if she killed anyone who messed with Zhen Congming, Qiu Niu wouldn’t have any objections 

to that! 

Standing at the window, Hao Ren looked at the huge spinning umbrella and the six black dots which 

were scrambling to dodge the attacks. He knew it was Lady Zhen’s doing. 

“Little Zhen, come and eat some tang yuan 1 !” Grandma called out to Lady Zhen. 

“Ok!” Lady Zhen looked at Duan Yao who had been sitting alone and said, “Yao! Come and eat 

together.” 

Wearing Zhao Yanzi’s middle school uniform, Duan Yao walked over slowly and sat beside Lady Zhen, 

ignoring everyone in the house except Lady Zhen. 

Grandma didn’t like her due to her dull expression. However, she couldn’t neglect the girl who was 

brought by Lady Zhen and handed her a bowl full of tang yuan. 

After taking the bowl, Duan Yao didn’t even say thank you. She was determined to kill Hao Ren but felt a 

bit hesitant when she saw Hao Ren’s parents and grandma. 

Born in Sky Mountain Sect with parents as cultivators, she had experienced little warmth from her 

family. When Sky Mountain Sect was in danger, she was sent to Ethereal Summit to take the blame 

without asking for her opinion. 

“However, if Hao Ren died, his family would be sad, right?” she thought. 

“Yao, if you find them too hot, you can wait for a while before eating,” Hao Zhonghua said when he saw 

Duan Yao keeping silent with the bowl in her hands. 



With her cute face, Duan Yao looked like an ordinary middle school girl in Zhao Yanzi’s school uniform. 

Hao Zhonghua paid special attention to her since she seemed shy. 

“Humph!” Duan Yao glanced at Hao Zhonghua and walked to the sofa in the living with the bowl of tang 

yuan. She sat there alone and ate the sesame tang yuan quietly. 

Made by Grandma, the tang yuan were soft and tasty. As the daughter of the Sky Mountain Sect Master, 

Duan Yao had eaten all kinds of delicacies on Six Heaven, but she had never tasted such delicious food. 

After eating a bowl of tang yuan, Hao Ren turned to look at Duan Yao who was sitting in one corner of 

the living room, almost mistaking her for Zhao Yanzi. 

However, Zhao Yanzi was talking with the Lu sisters while wearing the colorful high waisted traditional 

dress. They were such a great contrast. 

They were of the same age but had different lives. Lady Zhen was indeed powerful, but she did things on 

a whim. From Fifth Heaven to the Demon Sea, it was one battlefield to another for her. 

After finishing the bowl, Duan Yao held the empty bowl in her hands. Still hungry, she was too 

embarrassed to walk over, so she sat there dully, staring at the empty bowl. 

Lady Zhen was talking with Xie Yujia; Grandma was talking with Su Han; Yue Yang and Hao Zhonghua 

were asking Zhao Yanzi about her studies… No one paid attention to Duan Yao. 

After a moment of consideration, Hao Ren walked over. 

Seeing Hao Ren walking over, Duan Yao sat up straight nervously. If it were in the past, she would have 

taken out a knife and pointed it at Hao Ren, but now she had no weapon nor nature essence. 

“If you are hungry, I’ll get more for you.” Hao Ren took the empty bowl from her hand and walked to the 

kitchen. 

Blinking her big eyes, Duan Yao looked at him in surprise while her facial expression turned stiff. 

Lady Zhen who had been talking with Xie Yujia glanced at them with squinted eyes, wondering if Duan 

Yao, her disciple and the future ‘lamp wick’ of the Kunlun Godly Lamp, liked Hao Ren. 

Boom! The oil-paper umbrella that was spinning slowly in the high sky suddenly shattered. 

The strong nature essence fluctuations created many ocean waves, and even Hao Ren’s home shook 

slightly under the force. 

The six metal-elemental dragon cultivators got out of the trap. 

They had thought that they would die under the suppression of the supreme spiritual treasure, but the 

Heavenly Dragon whom they worshiped helped them. 

Chapter 653: A Magnificent Appearance… 

 

Hua… The rain that was blocked by Lady Zhen’s oil-paper umbrella came pouring straight down. 



Grandma turned toward the window and said, “That thunder was so scary… Ah… it’s raining now.” 

Hao Zhonghua sat near the window, so he also looked outside. 

Six golden flying dragons scattered everywhere from one spot. 

“Ah?” Hao Zhonghua rubbed his eyes immediately and looked at the sky carefully again, and he only saw 

the pitch-black sky with nothing but dark clouds. 

Lady Zhen pouted her pretty mouth as she held the spoon with her pinky finger up. She slowly bit into a 

sweet tang yuan. 

It wasn’t worth it for her to get into a big fight with a metal-elemental Heavenly Dragon for a broken 

umbrella. On top of that, those six peak Qian-level, metal-elemental dragon cultivators weren’t 

targeting her. They wouldn’t have lived until now if they came straight for her. 

“Humph, I knew that dragon was nearby… but he seems to be more powerful than when he first became 

a heavenly dragon which was hundreds of years ago…” Lady Zhen thought as she put another sweet 

tang yuan in her mouth. 

She had more important things to do on this trip, so it was not necessary to become enemy with this 

heavenly dragon. Trapping six peak Qian-level, metal-elemental dragon cultivators was only a small issue 

for this heavenly dragon. 

She walked to the window and looked outside; the heavenly dragon had already left. 

Hao Ren heard the loud noise and looked outside, but the sky became a bit brighter than before even 

though the rain kept going. 

He got a bowl of sweet tang yuan and walked back over to Duan Yao. 

Duan Yao looked up at him, but she kept her hands down, afraid to take the bowl. Then, she looked out 

of the window and stood up all of a sudden, walking past Zhao Yanzi and Xie Yujia and trying to open the 

back door. 

There was a small cement area outside the back door; it was close to the kitchen and facing the ocean. 

Grandma usually cleaned up the vegetables or sun-dried some turnips there. 

At this moment, the clouds traveled around in the sky as raindrops fell off the clouds. 

The shoreline was grey, and there was only black and white between the sky and the land. 

Duan Yao stood in the chilly wind outside the door, staring into the scenery. It was neither magnificent 

nor beautiful. 

She lived on Sixth Heaven where it was spring all year round. Hao Ren and Zhao Yanzi were both envious 

of such a pleasant paradise-like place. 

However, Duan Yao had never encountered rain before, nor had she seen things such as snow and frost. 

There were only fogs formed from concentrated nature essence, and there was no change of seasons. 

She reached out her hand to touch the cold raindrops that were falling from the sky, feeling lost. 



She was a bit curious, a bit excited, and a bit empty inside. 

“Rain… this is rain…” She had absolutely no concept of it before. If she still had nature essence, she 

would love to step on her flying sword and go around the vast rainy ocean. 

The ocean was also something that she had never seen before. 

The most amount of water she had seen were the lakes between the mountains. The cultivation sects 

moved their mountains on and above Fifth Heaven, but they couldn’t bring the ocean along. Neither 

could they bring the change of seasons from the land. 

Duan Yao was a bit excited. She suddenly realized that it was a world completely different from her 

world. 

Zhao Yanzi stood in the room and looked at Duan Yao through the glass door. 

She gritted her teeth and thought, “This bad girl must be wetting my clothes on purpose!” 

Hao Ren stood in the living room and watched Duan Yan; he somewhat understood the surprise and lost 

in Duan Yan’s eyes. 

“Come back inside, Yao. It’s cold outside,” Lady Zhen shouted. 

Duan Yao quickly turned around at her call, opened the door, and went back into the house. 

Her hands and feet were wet. Even her cheek was red from the cold raindrops. 

Grandma looked at her, confused and thought, “Is there anything wrong with this girl. She is acting a bit 

silly.” 

“Come here and wipe yourself dry. The ocean is pretty, right?” Yue Yang handed Duan Yao a towel. 

She noticed that Duan Yao was a little girl who came with Lady Zhen. She assumed that this little girl had 

come from an inland city, and she had never seen the ocean. 

Duan Yao kept quiet as she picked up the towel and started wiping her own cheeks. Her cheek was 

smooth after being wetted by the rain, but Yue Yang was still a little worried about her since she was a 

mother. 

“This little girl doesn’t talk much, but there is a hint of sadness on her face,” Yue Yang thought. She was 

very attentive; she could understand Zhao Yanzi and also Duan Yao. 

“We are here, Auntie!” A pleasant shout sounded at the door as Yue Yang was watching over Duan Yao. 

Zhao Guang and Zhao Hongyu walked inside with a lot of presents in their hands. 

“Haha! Finally!” Grandma smiled when she saw Zhao Guang and Zhao Hongyu. 

“You shouldn’t have bought anything!” she said. 

“We should have! We are the guests!” Zhao Hongyu placed the gifts at the corner as she noticed two 

other people she hadn’t met before, Lady Zhen and Duan Yao. 



“Congming’s mom is here too, and this is Congming’s cousin. You should know each other since you are 

relatives, right?” Grandma said with a smile. 

“Oh, you are here too!” Zhao Hongyu quickly realized what was going on, so she walked over to nudge 

Lady Zhen’s arm. 

When Zhao Hongyu brought Zhen Congming over, she said that he was her nephew. Therefore, 

Grandma assumed that Lady Zhen and Zhao Hongyu knew each other. 

“Sister Hongyu, thank you for taking care of Congming,” Lady Zhen said as she smiled lightly. 

This comment scared Zhao Hongyu. Zhen Congming was a little demon king who had already 

transformed, so she knew that Lady Zhen was a big demon king from the Demon Sea. 

This demon king suddenly appeared in East Ocean City at Hao Ren’s home, which fully alerted Zhao 

Hongyu. 

If she interpreted Lady Zhen’s words in a nice way, the latter was thanking them for taking care of Zhen 

Congming when he and Qiu Niu stayed at the East Ocean Dragon Palace. 

Zhao Guang looked at Lady Zhen and realized Zhao Yanzi was wearing the same kind of dress as her. 

He got a bit mad. 

Zhen Congming was Qiu Niu’s disciple, so his identity was a bit special. However, Zhen Congming’s mom 

was a big demon king in the Demon Sea, so it was inappropriate for Zhao Yanzi to wear the same kind of 

clothes. 

They planned to come to Hao Ren’s home a bit later, but they noticed some irregularities by the 

seashore. That was why they arrived at Hao Ren’s place earlier, which was before noon. 

Zhao Yanzi noticed Zhao Guang’s stern look, but she didn’t know what mistake she made. 

She secretly moved to Hao Ren’s side. 

“You are just in time, Hongyu. Let’s eat lunch at home. The Moon Festival has to be lively like this.” 

Grandma smiled at Zhao Hongyu as she wrapped her arms around hers. 

Zhao Hongyu looked at Duan Yao who was in Zhao Yanzi’s school uniform and smiled towards Grandma 

as she said, “Ok. Yujia, Linlin, and Lili can help me out!” 

Zhen Congming’s mom showing up alerted Zhao Hongyu. This was East Ocean Dragon Clan’s turf after 

all, and the forces in the Demon Sea had always battled the East Ocean Dragon Clan on the border. They 

were friendly toward each other. 

“Ok, Auntie!” Xie Yujia and the Lu sisters answered immediately at Zhao Hongyu’s words. 

“Let me help you, Hongyu,” Yue Yang rolled her sleeves up and said pleasantly. 

Lady Zhen was so astonishingly beautiful that she gave Yue Yang a lot of pressure. Therefore, the latter 

found Zhao Hongyu a lot nicer. 

They all went into the kitchen and coordinated with each other in cutting and cleaning the vegetables. 



They had never entertained so many guests since Grandma moved into the house. This Moon Festival 

was extraordinarily lively. 

“Change your clothes back,” Zhao Guang said to Zhao Yanzi. 

Zhao Yanzi pouted since she was unconvinced, but she didn’t dare to say no to Zhao Guang’s order. 

Therefore, she dragged Duan Yao, and they went into Xie Yujia’s room. 

She liked this colorful dress a lot, but she had to return it since her dad didn’t allow her to take it. 

A moment later, Zhao Yanzi changed back into her uniform, and Duan Yao got back her colorful dress. 

Duan Yao went back to the living room and saw Zhao Guang’s stern face. Suddenly, she felt a connection 

with Zhao Yanzi. She learned that Zhao Yanzi was the princess of the East Ocean Dragon Palace. In terms 

of territory and military force, the East Ocean Dragon Palace was much stronger than Sky Mountain 

Sect. 

“I want to rest, Grandma!” Zhao Yanzi appeared to be very grumpy, and she dragged Hao Ren towards 

the second floor. 

She just received a pretty dress which she liked, but her dad forced her to return it; she was very upset. 

“I would be marrying Hao Ren in the future anyway, so I won’t have to abide by Dad’s rules anymore,” 

she thought. 

Zhao Guang didn’t know that the dress which Lady Zhen gave to Zhao Yanzi could defend against 

Nascent Soul Realm cultivators’ attacks easily. Its power was no less than a supreme spiritual treasure! 

The East Ocean Dragon Palace didn’t really have a treasure that was as powerful as that dress! 

“You only want to play! You are already in Grade Nine!” Zhang Guang squinted his eyes as Zhao Yanzi 

gave him an attitude. 

“Alright, alright. It’s the Moon Festival today. You should give Zi a break.” Grandma waved and said, 

trying to help the situation. 

Zhao Guang suppressed his anger as he looked at Grandma. He was the East Ocean Dragon King, yet he 

considered Hao Ren’s grandma’s mood. It seemed like Grandma was such a big deal! 

“Little Zi, I’ll give you another gift if you don’t want the dress.” Lady Zhen took an object out of her purse 

and threw it to Zhao Yanzi. 

Zhao Yanzi had already walked to the stairs, but she reached out her hand and caught it. 

It was a very golden bracelet with a heart-shaped pendant on it. 

Zhao Guang looked at Zhao Yanzi, and he suddenly lost his ability to speak right before he was going to 

ask Zhao Yanzi to return it. It felt like he had been frozen. 

“I’ll take your life even though you are the East Ocean Dragon King if you dare to embarrass me,” Lady 

Zhen said to Zhao Guang lightly. 



Zhao Guang was about to use his nature essence to get rid of princess Zhen’s suppress, but her voice 

came into his ears again, “Your younger brother is cultivating in the Demon Sea. It was me who ordered 

the demon beasts not to kill him.” 

“I like Hao Ren, and I have to give him some credit since he is the Commanding General of East Ocean. 

You are all very nice to Congming, so… why don’t we just stay peaceful between the Demon Sea and the 

East Ocean Dragon Palace? There will never be demon beasts above level 6 at the west and east borders 

of the Demon Sea since there are soldiers of East Ocean guarding them. How does that sound?” 

Zhen Guang looked at Lady Zhen in surprise. He thought for a bit and slightly nodded. 

He didn’t know that Lady Zhen was an eternal demon king who could control all the high-leveled demon 

beasts in the Demon Sea. 

Seeing Zhao Guang didn’t say anything, Zhao Yanzi stood on the stairs and put away the bracelet, which 

was even prettier than that dress. 

She said sweetly, “Thank you, Auntie!” 

“Yao, go play with Zi.” Lady Zhen noticed that Duan Yao was spacing out, so she said to her with a 

cheerful smile. 

The East Ocean Dragon Clan was the strongest amongst all four ocean dragon clans. It was also in charge 

of a large ocean area of the West Ocean Dragon Clan. Its strength would be a few times stronger if they 

took that super powerful treasure back to the East Ocean Dragon Palace. 

Lady Zhen was one of the top-ten demon kings’ wife, and she needed to form an alliance with the East 

Ocean Dragon Palace in order to take control of the entire Demon Sea. 

This was the reason why she came to Hao Ren’s home. 

Hao Ren was the medium, and all powers needed to go through him! 

Chapter 654: You All Get Presents! (1.3 for 1 Chapter) 

 

Hao Ren and Zhao Yanzi entered the room, and Duan Yao slowly followed them in her colorful dress. 

Zhao Yanzi looked back at her with a vicious expression, but she didn’t force her to get out of the room. 

Lady Zhen gave her a beautiful present, so she didn’t want to be mean to Duan Yao. 

Seeing Zhao Yanzi’s expression, Duan Yao’s pride was triggered, so she stared back at Zhao Yanzi 

viciously as well. 

She had been brought down many times and was very sad, but she was still as stubborn as before. 

Although she couldn’t win a fight against Zhao Yanzi, she wasn’t scared of her. 

Hao Ren’s room was a bit messy, yet it was still tidier than most guys’ rooms. 

There was a nice fragrance in the room, and Hao Ren didn’t know if it were because Su Han spent a 

night here. 



Duan Yao wasn’t used to all the strangers in the living room, so she followed them into Hao Ren’s room 

according to Lady Zhen’s suggestion. 

She had her eyes wide open, scanning Hao Ren’s room. There was a square bookshelf, a large bed, a 

weird-looking lamp on the desk, and a three-piece iron object hanging on the ceiling, looking like a giant 

secret weapon. 

In Sky Mountain Sect’s view, mortals were like ants. Immortal cultivators shouldn’t care about mortals at 

all. After all, who would choose to be a mortal if they could just cultivate? 

But… The mortal world was completely different from Duan Yao’s imagination. 

Beep! 

The sound of the computer starting up startled Duan Yao. 

Hao Ren and Zhao Yanzi were both very familiar with the computer, but it seemed like a transforming, 

powerful treasure to Duan Yao, and it made her clench her fists. 

Zhao Yanzi completely ignored Duan Yao who was at the door. She quickly pulled a chair in front of the 

computer and clicked open the game, Angry Bird, on the desktop. 

She used to hide in her room to play games every night. However, she didn’t have a chance to touch a 

computer since she was now boarding at LingZhao Middle School. 

Hao Ren looked at Duan Yao who was at the door and didn’t invite her in, and then he pulled a chair 

over and sat down as well. There were elders in the living room, so he wanted to hide in the room for a 

break as well. 

“Let me do it! Let me do it!” Zhao Yanzi grabbed the mouse and carefully measured the distance on the 

screen before shooting out the bird. 

Duan Yao’s eyesight was extremely good. She stayed at the door and saw carton figures flashing around 

on the square object. However, she was still cautious about it. 

“So silly!” Seeing that Zhao Yanzi couldn’t get past the level two times in a roll, Hao Ren grabbed the 

mouse to demonstrate how to pass the level. 

Zhao Yanzi was good at arcade games, but she wasn’t very good at computer games. Hao Ren tried 

twice and passed the level successfully. 

“I’ll do the next one!” Zhao Yanzi squeezed Hao Ren away with her body and took back the mouse. 

Duan Yao stood at the door as she watched them fight intimately over the game, and she got a bit 

jealous. 

She was the most popular girl in Sky Mountain Sect, but all those disciples were pursuing her because 

she was the only daughter of the Sect Master. 

Ye Yan, the senior disciple of Sky Mountain who claimed to be willing to take care of her for the rest of 

her life, also avoided her as if she had some sort of plague when he learned that she would be sent to 

Ethereal Summit. 



“Haha! I passed!” Zhao Yanzi messed around with it and passed the level. She was so happy that she 

started to dance around in the chair. 

Duan Yao slowly moved over and carefully walked along Hao Ren’s bed before sitting down cautiously. 

The mattress made the bed somewhat soft, and Duan Yao panicked for half a second before she finally 

calmed down and sat down. 

Zhao Yanzi turned around and snorted lightly when she saw that Duan Yao had moved over. 

Duan Yao gritted her teeth. However, she still stared at the computer screen curiously. 

The characters in this popular game were well-known by almost everyone. However, it was the first time 

that Duan Yao saw these cartoon characters. 

She was the same age as Zhao Yanzi, yet she seemed more like a child; she found everything interesting. 

This curiosity killed some of the hatred that she had for Zhao Yanzi and Hao Ren to some extent. 

“So, there is life like this outside of fighting and killing…” she thought. 

Zhao Yanzi ignored her and clicked into the next level, and her shoulder touched Hao Ren’s as she 

played attentively. 

Duan Yao sat in the back and watched quietly for a while. She understood the basic of this game, and 

she really wanted to try it herself. However, she knew that she didn’t have a chance. Therefore, she just 

sat there and stared at it. 

“Here, try it yourself!” Zhao Yanzi’s hand was getting sore, so she invited Duan Yao to have a try as she 

noticed that the latter was staring at the screen carefully. 

“I… No!” Duan Yao turned away immediately. 

Zhao Yanzi offered Duan Yao the chance to play the game out of pity, but she got rejected. She rolled 

her eyes in anger and said, “You…” 

Duan Yao ignored her and stood up. Then, she walked to the balcony outside of Hao Ren’s room. 

The storm had already turned into a drizzle, and it was already brighter than before. Duan Yao looked 

into the distance as she knew that she would have to return to the Demon Sea with Lady Zhen soon. 

Hao Ren and Zhao Yanzi were her enemies, and she sure would be coming back for revenge in the 

future. She felt especially jealous when she saw them spending time together happily. 

The drizzling raindrops automatically fell away as they got near the dress that Lady Zhen gave her. 

She looked up into the sky and knew that she would never want to go back to the Cultivation World on 

and above Fifth Heaven. 

She bit her lips and went back into the room. 

Zhao Yanzi and Hao Ren were playing a new game, and Duan Yao walked passed them to check out the 

bookshelf. 



She hadn’t seen any of the books on there before; they were all in different style and alignments. She 

quickly took one book off the shelf as Zhao Yanzi and Hao Ren were playing the game, and she secretly 

scanned through the book. 

Hao Ren noticed that she grabbed a book, Advanced Maths, and he knew that she wouldn’t be able to 

understand anything. Therefore, he simply left her alone. 

Sure enough, Duan Yao didn’t understand any of those ‘runes’ written everywhere in the book. She took 

another look at Hao Ren, finding him more mysterious. 

She quietly put it back onto the shelf and picked a more colorful one. 

It was a colored comic book that Hao Ren bought when he was in middle school. Duan Yao flipped 

through a few pages, and she found it very amusing even though she didn’t quite get it. 

Since Hao Ren didn’t pay attention to her, she secretly hid the comic book under her shirt. 

As a matter of fact, Hao Ren was paying attention to her every single move. He pretended not to have 

seen anything when she sneaked the comic book under her shirt as if it were a high-leveled technique. 

It was a random comic book that he bought during his middle school years. He didn’t get the full 

collection, and it had been lying on the shelf for several years. There was no other use for it other than 

to retain some of the memory of his middle school years. 

“Zi, Ren, time for dinner!” Zhao Hongyu shouted from downstairs. 

“Coming!” Zhao Yanzi and Hao Ren answered together. 

Duan Yao was afraid that Hao Ren would notice the missing book, so she put on a poker face and dashed 

out of the room as quickly as possible. 

Two tables were put together to make a large one in the living room, and there were many chairs set 

around it. 

Zhao Guang had been the East Ocean Dragon King for many years, and it was his first-time dining with a 

big demon king. 

Duan Yao sat close to Lady Zhao and looked at everyone carefully. Su Han was in a white cotton shirt 

with a ponytail behind her head, and She looked very agile. 

Lu Linlin and Lu Lili had a very traditional Chinese hairstyle. However, they dressed casually. 

Xie Yujia had a ponytail to the side of her head, and she tied it together with a hairband that had a 

flower on it, looking very pretty. 

Zhen Congming changed into a traditional Tang outfit and looked very handsome. Little White walked 

around the room and hung out with everyone for a bit except for Lady Zhen; it was scared of her. 

They chatted about random topics which weren’t important at all. However, they all enjoyed the chat 

very much. 



Hao Zhonghua was Grandma’s only child, and Hao Ren was his only child. Since this was the case, 

Grandma spoiled Hao Ren a lot, but the house had always been quiet. 

Yue Yang was also the only daughter in her family. Since both of her parents had passed away, she didn’t 

have many relatives on her side. 

Grandma had spent many Moon Festivals with only a few people, yet this year’s celebration was 

especially lively, so she was delighted. Now, she wanted Hao Ren to increase the number of people in 

the family more. 

Therefore, Grandma took special care of the girls as well. 

She tried to inspect the girls for Hao Ren personally, but she realized that each one of them was good! 

Su Han used to stay on her own, and it was her first-time having lunch at Hao Ren’s house; she felt a bit 

strange. Hao Ren’s Grandma sat on her side and held her hand as she chatted with her, and it seemed 

like she liked Su Han a lot. 

It was also Duan Yao’s first-time dining with mortals as well. Her black eyes rolled around as if she were 

a little sparrow, and she looked more than she ate. 

The elders liked Xie Yujia a lot; Hao Ren’s parents and Zhao Yanzi’s parents kept asking her questions 

about her life. She blushed as she answered each question politely. 

Zhao Yanzi, on the other hand, kept chatting with Hao Ren. 

Although it was raining outside, the atmosphere in the house was very nice. 

Lady Zhen had some tea after lunch, and she chatted with Grandma for a bit before she said that she 

was going to leave. 

“Don’t worry, Little Zhen. Wait until you have dinner here.” Grandma had an excellent impression of 

Lady Zhen, so she grabbed her wrist, trying to make her stay. 

If it were another mortal or cultivator, they would have been dead. However, she didn’t mind Grandma 

pulling her at all. She smiled charmingly and said, “I have to go see another friend this time. Actually, I 

shouldn’t bring Yao with me. Is it ok for her to spend the night here?” 

“Ok! Let her stay here!” Grandma answered directly. 

Lady Zhen showed her trust as she left Duan Yao here. How could Grandma say no to that? 

“Yao, behave yourself tonight, and I will come to pick you up tomorrow,” Lady Zhen said to Duan Yao. 

Duan Yao looked at Lady Zhen in surprise as she didn’t expect her to leave her there. 

“Goodbye, everyone,” Lady Zhen picked up the umbrella. She waved elegantly and stepped out the door 

with her oil-paper umbrella. 

“I’m heading back too, Grandma,” Su Han said abruptly. 

She spent the night at Hao Ren’s house and had a Moon Festival meal here too. She would have never 

imagined doing all these. However, she got a sense of breakthrough after slow cultivation for a while. 



She needed to go back home to continue with her cultivation. 

“Ay, Little Su wants to go back too…” Grandma held Su Han’s hand, not wanting her to leave. 

Grandma kept it in mind that Su Han drove her to the countryside last time. After these two days, she 

realized how educated and reasonable Su Han was. She liked Su Han a lot. 

“Yes, I need to head back. There is still something I need to do,” Su Han said to Grandma in a surprisingly 

gentle tone. 

“Take an umbrella. Don’t get wet!” Grandma quickly grabbed an umbrella and put it in Su Han’s hand. 

Su Han was a Qian-level master, and the rain wouldn’t be able to get her wet at all. However, she was 

touched by Grandma’s gesture. 

She stepped out to catch up with Lady Zhen, but the latter was already nowhere to be found. 

Boom…The jade longsword that Lady Zhen enhanced made a clear sound, and Su Han stepped on it and 

flew away. Her speed was 30% faster than before! 

Lady Zhen mentioned her mom twice, and it planted a seed in her mind. Su Han was worried that this 

would be the obstacle in her cultivation path, so she wanted to catch up with Lady Zhen to ask her about 

it. But obviously, she had already lost her. 

Wang Shitong, a peak Qian-level metal-elemental dragon cultivator, got killed in East Ocean City, and 

the metal-elemental dragon clan’s elder came… 

“What kind of situation is this…” Su Han headed to the Dragon God Shrine to investigate further. 

Xie Yujia was busy helping Yue Yang and Zhao Hongyu with the table in the dining room. Hao Ren didn’t 

want to tire her out, so he started helping her as well. 

Xie Yujia gave Hao Ren a sweet smile. Most girls liked powerful guys, but she loved the simple and 

ordinary side of Hao Ren. 

Hao Ren smiled back at her. Xie Yujia was gentle and caring; she did great hanging out with all the 

elders. Su Han never initiated a conversation, Zhao Yanzi hid in the room, and the Lu sisters just helped 

out with the housework. 

“Thank you,” Hao Ren said. 

“You worked hard as well.” Xie Yujia looked at Hao Ren and replied. She only chatted with elders 

causally; it was Hao Ren who gathered everyone here. 

“Gongzi, you won’t be so tired after tonight!” Lu Linlin and Lu Lili said as they smiled and came over to 

Hao Ren. 

The side effects of the Poison Pill Plan were about to end tonight. It was in Hao Ren’s fate to see what 

realm he could break into. 

Anything would be better than his original mid-tier Gen-level. 



Zhao Yanzi sat on the couch and took out the gold bracelet that Lady Zhen gave her. She studied this 

delicate, beautiful bracelet, and she felt like the heart-shaped pendant was pretty. 

There was no sign of nature essence, so it only appeared to be a pretty decoration. Zhao Yanzi put it on 

her smooth, slim wrist, and they made each other even more beautiful. 

“Did Lady Zhen give you anything?” Hao Ren asked Xie Yujia. 

“I don’t think so…” Xie Yujia answered as she wiped the table. 

“Um…” Hao Ren thought to himself, “Lady Zhen offered gifts to everyone generously but only missed Xie 

Yujia. Maybe it’s because she is Qingfeng Hermit ‘s disciple, so she doesn’t need any special care?” 

As he was thinking, he suddenly noticed a light purple mark on Xie Yujia’s right shoulder. 

This purple mark was similar to the green mark that Old Grandma left on Xie Yujia’s left shoulder. 

“Damn it… she gave a gift to everyone but me,” Hao Ren thought it was quite unfair. However, he 

suddenly noticed Duan Yao who was sitting at the edge of the couch with her arms together. 

Chapter 655: Breaking Through the Nine Heavens with a Thought 

 

After Lady Zhen and Su Han left, the house was still full of people. Grandma had always hoped for a 

house full of kids. Seeing Lu Linlin, Lu Lili, Xie Yujia, Zhao Yanzi, Zhen Congming, and Duan Yao in the 

living room, she felt delighted. 

Without Lady Zhen’s suppression, Little White got more vivacious. After jumping on the sofa, it walked 

around on each beauty’s thighs. 

Knowing it was a level 3 snow lion, Duan Yao didn’t dare to do anything to it since she was here all 

alone. 

While people played cards, chess, and Play Station games, Hao Ren’s home was lively with a festive 

atmosphere. 

Duan Yao had never felt such an atmosphere since the cultivators in Sky Mountain Sect spent all their 

time cultivating. The only festive occasions were the small competitions every three years and big 

competitions every five years, which were the group activities of the sect. 

She didn’t understand the Play Station games that Zhen Congming played but understood the Chinese 

Chess that Hao Ren and Zhao Yanzi played. With better skills, Hao Ren kept defeating Zhao Yanzi, 

making the latter furious with humiliation. 

Standing behind Zhao Yanzi, Duan Yao wanted to point out the key steps for her, but she stopped 

herself after thinking that she was enemy with Zhao Yanzi. 

Even though she only watched and didn’t join their activities, Duan Yao felt the relaxed, festive 

atmosphere with some longing. 



“So, this is the life of mortals…” She looked at Hao Ren and realized that the latter who was a super 

master that awed the Nascent Soul Realm cultivators on Fifth Heaven had turned into a modest junior in 

front of Grandma. 

Due to the continuous rain, Hao Ren’s family and Zhao Yanzi’s family didn’t go out for dinner. Instead, 

they made a feast in Hao Ren’s house. 

After dinner, Zhao Guang and Zhao Hongyu took their leave. Grandma was reluctant to see them go, but 

she couldn’t ask them to stay the night. 

In fact, Zhao Guang and Zhao Hongyu were going back to the East Ocean Dragon Palace instead of their 

home in the city. Lady Zhen’s proposal of demon beasts that were above level 6 never appearing at the 

border between the Demon Sea and the area where East Ocean had control over would have a 

significant impact on the troop positions of East Ocean, and they must make some adjustments 

accordingly. 

If demon beasts above level 6 never appeared at the east or the west border of the Demon Sea, it would 

relieve the pressure from East Ocean, and they could relocate some key forces to other places. 

As to the low-level demon beasts, the troops of East Ocean could defeat them while using them to 

increase the soldiers’ battle experiences. Generally, the casualties each year should decrease 

substantially. 

Lady Zhen could prohibit the high-level demon beasts from attacking the territory that East Ocean had 

control over, and it meant that she held a very high status in the Demon Sea. 

However, such a figure had a relationship with Hao Ren… Zhao Guang and Zhao Hongyu had to put more 

value on Hao Ren. 

“Ren, we’ll go now. Zi will stay here.” When Zhao Guang and Zhao Hongyu walked to the door, they said 

farewell to Hao Ren specifically. 

“Goodbye, Uncle! Auntie!” Hao Ren waved his hand. 

Sitting in the living room, Duan Yao pouted with a chill in her heart when she saw Hao Ren saying 

goodbye to the East Ocean Dragon King and Dragon Queen. 

As the Fuma of the East Ocean Dragon Clan, which was one of the key forces in the Dragon Tribe, Hao 

Ren was engaged to the only daughter of the East Ocean Dragon King. That showed the great value that 

the East Ocean Dragon King placed on Hao Ren. 

Hao Ren’s background was far superior to her Sky Mountain Sect, which made Duan Yao feel lost. 

Even her master, Lady Zhen, appreciated Hao Ren, so Duan Yao doubted if she could take her revenge 

on Hao Ren. 

“It’s late. Everyone, go to bed and rest after having such a long day,” Grandma returned to the house 

and said with a smile. 

“Zi, you and Yao are of the same age. You two can share a room tonight,” Grandma instructed. 



Zhao Yanzi looked at Grandma in surprise. After all, she and Duan Yao were mortal enemies. They 

wouldn’t want to sit on the same sofa, let alone sharing a bed. 

“Duan Yao is younger than you. You must take care of her,” Grandma added after seeing Zhao Yanzi’s 

reluctance. 

“Ok…” Zhao Yanzi agreed with a pout. 

If not for Grandma’s instruction, she had wanted to sneak into Hao Ren’s room… but not sharing a bed 

with him. 

The two rooms on the first floor belonged to Zhen Congming and Xie Yujia respectively. 

On the second floor, Grandma took one room, Hao Zhonghua and Yue Yang had another, and the third 

was Hao Ren’s. 

It seemed like the rooms were not enough for them, but Grandma didn’t order Hao Ren to give out his 

room. 

Yue Yang and Hao Zhonghua went up to the second floor to rest after hearing Grandma’s words. 

Lu Linlin and Lu Lili looked at Xie Yujia and said, “Big Zhumu… Can we share the room with you?” 

“Ok!” Xie Yujia agreed immediately. 

Zhao Yanzi looked at Zhen Congming, but the latter just snorted and walked into his room with the Play 

Station in his hand; he wouldn’t give his room to others. 

Zhao Yanzi curled her lips, thinking that Zhen Congming was not a generous boy, and that was why Wu 

Luoxue didn’t like him. If Zhen Congming shared a room with Hao Ren, there would be one room for the 

girls. 

Little White trotted toward Zhen Congming’s room, but it hesitated at the door before slipping into Xie 

Yujia’s room. 

“How about…” Hao Ren looked at Zhao Yanzi and Duan Yao and said, “You two stay in my room?” 

Duan Yao looked at him in astonishment and thought while holding her breath, “Pervert! A real 

pervert!” 

“I’ll sleep in the living room,” Hao Ren continued. 

Hearing the last sentence, Duan Yao knew that she had overreacted, but she still stared at him weirdly, 

wondering if she would have to sleep in the room of her enemy whom she was determined to kill. 

After thinking that she had to sleep on the big bed where Hao Ren had slept, Duan Yao felt 

uncomfortable all over. 

However, she was a stranger here and didn’t have any nature essence. The safest place was Hao Ren’s 

home for the night. 

“Hao Ren, you have been working hard and need a good night rest. Zi and Yao, you can share my room,” 

Xie Yujia said in a hurry as she thought that Hao Ren might not get a comfortable sleep. 



Since both Zhao Yanzi and Duan Yao didn’t want to stay with each other all by themselves, they nodded 

to Xie Yujia’s proposal. 

The Lu sisters looked at Xie Yujia, pleasantly surprised. They thought that the Big Zhumu had the final 

say. 

It was crowded for five girls to sleep in one room, but it was only one night, and they were all slim. 

“Ok. That’s settled then.” Hao Ren nodded and walked to his own room on the second floor. 

According to the Lu sisters, his realm would come back after tonight, which meant that tonight was 

crucial. 

After Xie Yujia took Zhao Yanzi and Duan Yao into her room, he could cultivate in his room without 

disturbance. Thinking that the side effects of the Poison Pill Plan would end soon, and his realm would 

come back, Hao Ren was excited. 

Hua… It was still raining, making it impossible to see the full moon on the night of Moon Festival. 

Hao Ren took off his shirt and sat on the bed cross-legged, cultivating the Light Splitting Sword Shadow 

Scroll. Sword energies surrounded his body while the spiritual core which contained Zhao Haoran’s 

1,000 years of cultivation strength shook slightly, in sync with Hao Ren’s nature essence circulation. 

The Heavenly Dao is boundless, and Hao Ren’s mind was as vast as the sea. 

“Lu Linlin and Lu Lili might have purposefully chosen the night of Moon Festival for me to break 

through.” 

While he thought about this, Hao Ren raised his arms, and 160 sword energies flew out of the window, 

formed a chain, and brought up a sea wave that was as high as six meters before shooting out of the sea 

again. 

Since the sword energies had Hao Ren’s spiritual senses on them, Hao Ren could see as if his eyes were 

on the sword energies. While the sword energies flew close to the sea surface, Hao Ren who sat in the 

room felt like he was flying on the sea surface swiftly. 

Hua… The colorful sword energies shot toward the clouds with Hao Ren’s spiritual senses. 

The huge and limitless clouds! 

The 160 sword energies shot into 160 directions through the clouds, surging up layers of air currents. 

Crack! 

Disturbed by the sword energies, the clouds released tiny shafts of lightning. Instantly, the dark night 

was lit up! 

Boom… the 160 sword energies turned into one light sword while many lightning bolts followed it. 

Sitting in the room, Hao Ren felt as if tens of thousands of lightning bolts were chasing after him in the 

clouds! 

It was thrilling! 



If it were in the past, Hao Ren wouldn’t have dared to do this. However, he was re-cultivating and very 

proficient with the Light Splitting Shadow Sword Scroll, so the tens of thousands of lightning bolts 

couldn’t reach the light sword which was controlled by his mind. 

Breaking through the nine heavens with a thought! 

A sense of magnificence that he had never felt before rose in his mind, and the light sword which was 

made up of 160 sword energies suddenly split again. 

The lightning bolts which had been chasing after the light sword suddenly lost the target and shattered, 

releasing tens of thousands of tiny lightning bolts onto the sea surface. They formed a natural formation 

between the sky and the sea surface for a few seconds. 

After Hao Ren’s disturbance, the clouds within hundreds of kilometers instantly emptied their lightning 

energy. When the clouds scattered, the clear night sky and the snowy white full Moon were revealed 

The bright Moon rose over the sea, making a great scenery. 

The moonlight shimmered on the ocean waves while Hao Ren’s sword energies splashed up water on 

the surface of the sea as if Hao Ren himself was moving on the sea. 

Feeling great, Hao Ren was on the verge of a breakthrough with the aid of the energy from the stars on 

this night of the full Moon! 

Chapter 656: Immortal Physique 

 

When Hao Ren was focusing his mind on roaming outside, Lu Linlin and Lu Lili touched each other’s 

wrists and sat up quietly in Xie Yujia’s room. 

Exhausted, Zhao Yanzi and Xie Yujia had fallen asleep soon after their heads hit the pillow. 

Since Duan Yao was now like a mortal without any nature essence, and Zhao Yanzi had searched her 

several times for any weapons, they were not worried about her. 

Sleeping on the edge of the bed, Little White would wake up alertly at any movement. 

When Lu Linlin and Lu Lili got up from the bed quietly, Little White immediately raised its head and 

looked up at them. 

Lu Linlin tossed out an elixir pill, and the greedy Little White swallowed it immediately. Feeling dizzy, 

Little White fell to the end of the bed and began to snore. 

They were not good elixir master, but they had collected lots of weird elixir pills. 

They opened the door quietly and walked out of Xie Yujia’s room. 

Almost at the same time, Duan Yao who had a blanket over her sat up slowly from the small sofa. 

In Xie Yujia’s room, she didn’t dare to share the bed with Zhao Yanzi while the latter also didn’t want to 

sleep with her, so she ended up sleeping on the small sofa in the room. 



However, with a troubled mind and afraid that Zhao Yanzi would harm her, Duan Yao pretended to be 

asleep and forced herself to be alert. 

Seeing Lu Linlin and Lu Lili going out of the room, she pushed the blanket aside and followed them on 

tiptoes. 

In their pajamas, the Lu sisters walked through the living room, entered the kitchen, and took something 

from the refrigerator to eat. 

Hiding behind the big sofa in the living room, Duan Yao watched them and saw the Lu sister open a 

bright square-shaped ‘dharma treasure’ and take food from it. 

After eating some midnight snacks, the Lu sisters teased each other, and then they closed the 

refrigerator before walking toward the stairs through the living room. 

Hiding behind the sofa, Duan Yao held her breath and didn’t dare to make noise. Her only protection 

was her master, Lady Zhen. Otherwise, she was only a mortal, even weaker than an ordinary 15-year-old 

girl. 

Seeing the Lu sisters disappearing around the corner on the second floor, Duan Yao held her breath 

while she swiftly ran to the kitchen through the living room. 

This cold white ‘dharma treasure’ was as tall as her with a couple of white handles. It hissed in the dark 

night, sounding powerful. 

After working up her courage, Duan Yao pulled at the upper handle hard and found that the dharma 

treasure opened easily. 

Then, the chilling air blew onto her face, 

Startled, Duan Yao fell onto the floor while she covered her face with both hands. 

However, this dharma treasure didn’t attack and simply released an intense white chilling mist. Duan 

Yao pushed herself up from the ground and was surprised to see chunks of frozen meat inside. 

“This ice-frost dharma treasure is indeed powerful; it can release light and freeze stuff. It seems like this 

pervert come from a wealthy cultivation family which possessed such huge dharma treasures,” she 

thought. 

Cautiously, Duan Yao closed the upper door of the refrigerator and pulled open the lower door with 

force. In the chilling air, there were layers of fresh fruits, cakes, and drinks, releasing a delicious aroma. 

Duan Yao swallowed her saliva at the sight of the food. After taking out a cake in a paper box, she 

looked around. Then, she touched the cake with her finger before placing her finger into her mouth 

when she saw no one around. 

Due to her hatred for Hao Ren, she had barely eaten anything during lunch and dinner. It was now 

midnight, and she was starving. 

“Delicious!” After tasting the white icing on the cake, Duan Yao’s eyes widened. 



As old as Zhao Yanzi, she craved delicious food. Now dizzy with hunger, she remembered that the Lu 

sisters had eaten the food and began to devour the cake. 

She had eaten all kinds of rare delicacies, but none of them was as delicious as this cake. 

She finished the palm-sized cake in seconds. With lips covered in cream, she dug out several sausages, 

tore open the package with her teeth, and gobbled them. 

After starving for one day, she ate so fast that she choked on the food. Immediately she took out a 

bottle of black liquid, opened the red cap after several attempts, and poured the liquid into her mouth. 

Hiss… Tiny bubbles surged in her throat while a strange but refreshing taste spread from her belly to her 

tongue. 

“What kind of elixir water is this? I feel like my body has been cleansed…” Under the light of the 

refrigerator, Duan Yao looked at the bottle in her hand and saw some red ‘runes’ but was unable to 

understand them. 

“This pervert ate such good stuff. No wonder he has such a high realm.” Filled with jealousy, Duan Yao 

wanted to take out everything that looked edible and eat as much as she could. 

She knew that she wouldn’t have such food after she returned to the Demon Sea with Lady Zhen. 

“Hic…” Duan Yao hiccupped and almost fell asleep with satisfaction. 

However, she suddenly remembered that she had been following the Lu sisters. After closing the 

refrigerator, she crawled toward the stairs with the aid of moonlight. 

Standing in front of Hao Ren’s door, the Lu sisters were blowing a white substance into Hao Ren’s room. 

Through the crack of the door, they were pleased to see that Hao Ren had fallen asleep. Then, they 

opened the door quietly and slipped into his room. 

To complete the Poison Pill Plan, Hao Ren must make the breakthrough with the Lu sisters’ help. 

Standing on the stairs of the second floor, Duan Yao widened her eyes when she saw the Lu sisters enter 

Hao Ren’s room. The word ‘pervert’ rose in her mind again! 

It was midnight, and it was ‘obvious’ why the Lu sisters, two beautiful girls, went into Hao Ren’s room. 

While blushing, Duan Yao gritted her teeth and walked down the stairs. 

The living room was quiet, and a round ‘dharma treasure’ that was hanging on the wall ticked. 

Feeling danger everywhere, Duan Yao looked at the moon outside and calculated the time, knowing that 

it was almost midnight. 

She pushed open the back door and faced the ocean that was under the moonlight. 

The rain that had lasted for one day had stopped, and the ocean looked boundless under the moonlight. 



Looking up at the full Moon in the high sky, Duan Yao remembered that today was Moon Festival. Sky 

Mountain Sect never celebrated Moon Festival, afraid that the disciples from the ordinary families on 

Sixth Heaven would miss their families and thus slow down their cultivation progress. 

However, Duan Yao knew from books that the Moon Festival was a day for family reunions. 

“Family… Do I still have a family?” Looking up at the bright Moon and then the peaceful ocean, Duan Yao 

sighed and felt lost. 

In the high sky, hundreds of sword energies appeared with pale colorful lights around them. 

In Hao Ren’s room, Lu Lili was blowing her immortal essence into Hao Ren’s mouth while blushing. 

Lu Linlin had started the Poison Pill Plan, and Lu Lili was responsible for finishing it. 

After one week of adjustment, Hao Ren’s body had turned from the ordinary physique into the Immortal 

Physique. From now on, his cultivation speed would match that of Su Han’s, who was a cultivation 

genius. 

However, due to Hao Ren’s elevation to the top-tier Zhen-level, the difficulty of finishing the Poison Pill 

Plan had significantly increased. 

With her right hand pressing on Hao Ren’s shoulder, Lu Lili laid across Hao Ren’s chest. She was nervous 

and shy, afraid that she would make a mistake. 

Although they had been imprisoned in the Ice Palace at the East Ocean Dragon Palace, they were not of 

low status in the Above Realm, and they had never imagined that they would do such a thing for a 

mortal. 

However, they had been impatient when they saw Hao Ren’s low realm despite his hard work. The 

Poison Pill Plan’s official name was the Immortal Physique Swapping Technique. With it, one would swap 

a portion of their physique with someone else’s. This technique was usually used in critical moments 

when someone was so seriously wounded that even elixir pills were useless. 

With the help of the Immortal Physique Swapping Technique, Hao Ren’s body had become the so-called 

Immortal Physique, far superior to ordinary cultivators. His cultivation speed would double at least. 

The Immortal Physique Swapping Technique could only be used in an intimate relationship in which the 

participants shared their minds. By using the Poison Pill Plan, Lu Linlin and Lu Lili had entrusted 

themselves to Hao Ren. 

Hum! 

On the sea surface outside the room, Hao Ren’s sword energies flew randomly, showing that the nature 

essence in his body was chaotic. 

“Erm…” Hao Ren opened his eyes slightly. 

He had been cultivating when a wave of drowsiness swept over him. Then, he began to dream that he 

was flying in the high sky. 

“Gongzi…” With a red face, Lu Lili pushed up from Hao Ren’s chest. 



Lu Linlin loosened Lu Lili’s hand with relief. Although only one person could make contact with Hao Ren, 

they shared the loss of cultivation strength evenly. 

Since Hao Ren had reached Zhen-level instead of remaining a mortal, it had cost them much more 

cultivation strength than they had planned. Their realm had dropped from Qian-level to Zhen-level! 

However, with their Immortal Physique, they would recover their realm by cultivation, and the speed 

wouldn’t be slow! 

In bafflement, Hao Ren looked at the Lu sisters in his room and suddenly sensed a burning pain in his 

bones! 

“Gongzi, you are going to transform into a dragon!” Lu Linlin reminded him. 

Standing outside of the back door of the house, Duan Yao who had been looking at the ocean suddenly 

raised her hands. 

Lady Zhen had improved her physique and had told her that her cultivation strength would come back 

on the night of full Moon! 

Surging nature essence released from her Dantian. The Core Formation Realm! 

“This is the place! That’s Hao Ren’s home!” 

A loud shout sounded in the high sky. 

“Because of him, we almost died at the Kunlun Mountain! Well, there are even human cultivators here! 

As an inspector, he even dares to hide human cultivators in his home!” 

Three powerful auras came from the sky. 

Crack! The array formation that Zhen Congming built around the house shattered instantly. 

Chapter 657: Must Break Through, Break Through! 

 

The three men were the metal-elemental, top-tier Qian-level dragon cultivators who had tried to 

surround Hao Ren. They had been lured into the Kunlun Mountain by Hao Ren and were almost killed by 

the Soul Formation cultivators. 

They had rested in their respective caves for two days. After regaining their strength, they got Hao Ren’s 

home address through a disciple and rushed over during the night in anger. 

The metal-elemental dragons were never afraid of the Dragon God Shrine, especially these three metal-

elemental, top-tier Qian-level dragon cultivators who were established figures, each leading a group of 

metal-elemental dragons. 

However, since the intelligence sharing was less effective among the caves of metal-elemental dragons 

than an ordinary dragon palace, these three metal-elemental dragon cultivators didn’t know that six 

peak Qian-level dragons from the Elder Council had been completely defeated today… 



These three metal-elemental dragons had attributed their failure to the Kunlun Mountain and their 

carelessness since they hadn’t expected Soul Formation Realm cultivators to be there. 

However, they didn’t think Hao Ren could escape from them in East Ocean City! 

Bang! The energy sphere around the small house shattered, shaking the house. 

Yue Yang, Hao Zhonghua, and Grandma were all woken up by the commotion. 

At the critical moment of the breakthrough, Hao Ren was distracted by the attacks on his home, and one 

thread of nature essence entered the wrong meridian by shooting into the Chize Acupoint on the right 

side, immobilizing his arm. 

“Steady, Gongzi. We’ll go out and check.” 

The Lu sisters hadn’t expected cultivators to attack a mortal’s house on the territory of East Ocean City 

at the risk of angering the Dragon God Shrine. 

Turning into two dashes of lights, they flew out from the window. Although their realms had dropped to 

Zhen-level, their combat force was still high enough to defeat cultivators at Gen-level or even Xun-level. 

In the high sky, the three metal-elemental dragon cultivators emitted vague golden lights and attacked 

Duan Yao who was standing at the back door. 

Lu Linlin and Lu Lili immediately created a red energy sphere around Hao Ren’s small house and the 

three metal-elemental dragon cultivators so that mortals wouldn’t see the fight. 

Standing at the back door, Duan Yao who had just recovered her realm saw three golden lights shoot 

toward her, but she had no time to dodge. 

Hum! 

At this critical moment, white light glittered on the helm of her colorful traditional dress. 

Except for all kinds of gold and silver threads, the dress had several precious stones on the helm. 

The golden lights shot by the three top-tier Qian-level cultivators struck on Duan Yao’s dress without any 

result. 

“Impossible!” 

The three metal-elemental dragon cultivators looked astonished. 

Although they hadn’t used their full force, they had meant to kill this Core Formation Realm human 

cultivator with their attacks. 

Regardless of the relationship between the metal-elemental dragon clan and the Dragon God Shrine, the 

dragon cultivators and the human cultivators had an agreement after the great war. 

Any human cultivators could kill any dragon cultivators who appeared on and above Fifth Heaven, and 

the dragon cultivators could kill any human cultivators who ventured below Fifth Heaven. 



Technically, Xie Yujia was a human cultivator, but with protection from Hao Ren and Su Han, the only 

two inspectors in East Ocean City, who would dare to touch her? 

As to the other inspectors, they could see the mark on Xie Yujia’s left shoulder which was left by a Soul 

Formation Realm cultivator, and none of them would dare to kill Xie Yujia unless they had a death wish. 

With this mark, Xie Yujia even entered the Dragon God Shrine during the general exams, and no one 

dared to touch her! 

“Retreat, and we’ll spare your lives!” 

Lu Linlin and Lu Lili rushed out from the house and yelled at the metal-elemental dragon cultivators. 

At this critical cultivation moment for Hao Ren, the priority was to keep quiet. 

The three metal-elemental dragon cultivators laughed when they saw the Lu sisters. 

“Ignorant young girls, hand over Hao Ren, and we’ll spare your lives!” they shouted back. 

The Lu sisters showed their strengths which were only on Zhen-level. While the three dragon cultivators 

could sense their realms, they couldn’t clearly see Lu sisters’ techniques and physiques through the 

colorful light around them. 

While they talked, they suddenly shot three dharma treasures at Duan Yao who was standing beside the 

back door. 

This time, they had launched their dharma treasures with full force. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! Three dharma treasures were bounced off Duan Yao’s dress. 

Duan Yao didn’t move, but the traditional dress was invincible against the dharma treasures and had 

easily blocked the attacks from the Nascent Soul Realm cultivators! 

“Such a powerful garment!” 

The three metal-elemental dragon cultivators looked surprised and then pleased. 

“The reason why Hao Ren attracted the attention of our master must be that he has countless treasures. 

He had even taken the Heaven-Reaching Shield, a supreme spiritual treasure, let alone other powerful 

dharma treasures!” they thought to themselves. 

Seeing them attacking her, Duan Yao was afraid. 

She knew that the colorful dress that Lady Zhen gave her was powerful, but she was afraid that it 

couldn’t defend against the repeated attacks from the three grand cultivators. She flew up and tried to 

flee into the deep ocean. 

With her nature essence recovered, she could fly in the colorful dress which had power no less than the 

purple gold hairpin. 

Hua… Duan Yao rose in a purple light while she flew toward the sea. 

“You can’t run!” One of the metal-elemental dragon cultivators reached out his right hand suddenly. 



In their eyes, this human cultivator, no matter who she was, must be related to Hao Ren since she was in 

his home. Once they caught her, they thought that they could use her to force out Hao Ren. 

The Lu sisters had tried to protect Duan Yao, but the latter went beyond their attack range when she 

suddenly flew toward the sea. Before they could use their Yin-Yang Bracelets, Duan Yao was caught by 

one of the metal-elemental dragon cultivators with one hand. 

The Qian-level and Kun-level dragon cultivators were equivalent to the Nascent Soul Realm. 

Trying to flee, Duan Yao underestimated the combat force of the dragon cultivators on First Heaven and 

was caught by them. 

Although the colorful dress was invincible against nature essence and dharma treasures, it was the same 

as ordinary clothes in other aspects. When the metal-elemental dragon cultivator flew toward Duan Yao 

and clutched her neck with the speed that was undetectable to the naked eye, she couldn’t escape even 

though she had the dress. 

In the house, Grandma was woken up by the shaking. She rubbed her eyes and looked out of the 

window. Due to her poor eyesight in the night, she only saw some vague black dots in the high sky. 

“Zhonghua! Zhonghua! Is it an earthquake?” Grandma yelled toward the door. 

Hao Zhonghua and Yue Yang were also woken up. After putting on his clothes, Hao Zhonghua ran to 

Grandma’s room to comfort her. 

Yue Yang ran to the balcony and looked toward the sea but could see nothing unusual. However, 

knowing she didn’t dream of the shaking, she called the duty room of the meteorological station on 

Coral Island, asking them to observe carefully. 

Xie Yujia and Zhao Yanzi were startled out of their dreams by the shaking as well. They turned on the 

light and realized that Duan Yao and the Lu sisters were absent. Afraid that the three girls had begun a 

fight, they rushed to the window and saw three metal-elemental dragon cultivators hovering in the high 

sky above the sea surface! 

With far better eyesight than Grandma’s, they saw one cultivator clutching Duan Yao by the neck while 

her feet were dangling in the air. 

“Hao Ren! If you don’t come out, this girl will surely die!” the metal-elemental dragon cultivators yelled. 

In Grandma’s room, Hao Zhonghua and Grandma were baffled when they heard the voice, wondering 

where it came from. 

Since the Lu sisters had created an energy sphere to engulf the house and the metal-elemental dragon 

cultivators in the high sky, the residents in other houses outside of the energy sphere couldn’t hear the 

shout. 

Swoosh! 

A golden light shot toward the metal-elemental dragon cultivators in the high sky. 



The metal-elemental dragon cultivator standing in the middle broke the energy arrow easily with his 

right hand while his left hand clutched Duan Yao’s neck harder. 

According to the rules, dragon cultivators couldn’t kill mortals, but human cultivators were not included. 

Duan Yao’s face turned green due to the lack of oxygen. Caught by the metal-elemental dragon 

cultivator, she couldn’t use any cultivation strength to break free. 

To the metal-elemental dragon cultivators, her life was nothing! 

Xie Yujia stood in the small garden and pulled her bow to shoot out another energy arrow. 

Standing by Xie Yujia, Zhao Yanzi clenched her fists but couldn’t do anything to help. Although her realm 

was a bit higher than Xie Yujia’s, she couldn’t attack from a distance like Xie Yujia! 

This energy arrow weakened when it reached the three metal-elemental dragon cultivators who were in 

the high sky, and one of them broke Xie Yujia’s attack casually. 

Xie Yujia’s demonic bow and energy arrows could threaten Core Formation Realm cultivators but were 

ineffective to Nascent Soul Realm cultivators, especially peak Qian-level dragon cultivators. 

Seeing the dangerous situation, Lu Linlin and Lu Lili threw out their Yin-Yang Bracelets and dashed 

toward the three metal-elemental dragon cultivators although they had dropped to Zhen-level. 

While Hao Ren was still in his breakthrough, they must do their best to buy him some time! 

Bang! Bang! 

Sure enough, the Lu sisters who had dropped to Zhen-level were no match for the metal-elemental 

dragon cultivators, and they were almost struck into the ocean by their opponents’ dharma treasures 

that were shot from the left and the right. 

If not for the transparent energy spheres created by the diamond rings that Lady Zhen gave them, they 

would have been severely injured! 

The Lu sisters kicked on the ocean surface lightly and dashed up once again! 

Standing in the small garden, Xie Yujia shot out six energy arrows to help the Lu sister. When she saw 

that Hao Ren was absent, she had guessed that he must be in the critical moment of cultivation and felt 

a bit nervous. 

“Roar!” Little White transformed into its snow lion form, lunging toward the three metal-elemental 

dragon cultivators in the high sky. However, as a level 3 demon beast, it could fight with low-tier 

Nascent Soul Realm cultivators but not three peak Qian-level cultivators! 

The three metal-elemental dragon cultivators waved, and Little White was thrown into the ocean! 

The Lu sisters rushed up again with Yin-Yang Bracelets! 

Spitting flames, Little White dashed up as well! 

The situation was heart-wrenching and tragic! 



Watching the flashes outside and hearing the crackling sounds, Hao Zhonghua and Grandma were 

baffled. 

After a while, Grandma turned to ask Hao Zhonghua, “It’s midnight. Who’s launching fireworks?” 

Hao Zhonghua was also wondering why there were fireworks above the sea surface. 

Suddenly, loud noises of window-breaking sounded, and Hao Zhonghua who was standing at the 

window in Grandma’s room saw a white dragon flying past their window! 

Separated by only a window, he could clearly see the scales on this dragon’s body! 

Chapter 658: Dragon! Dragon! Dragon… 

 

Hao Ren had been in the critical moment of cultivation. The threads of nature essence released from the 

Poison Pill Plan traveled in his body randomly. Meanwhile, the nature essence that he had cultivated in 

this week charged at the spiritual core where Zhao Haoran’s 1,000 years of cultivation strength was 

stored. 

While the two kinds of nature essence mingled in his body, Hao Ren had to hold his breath and 

concentrate on dealing with them. He had a few glimpses of the fierce battle outside, but he couldn’t 

help them with his sword energies, let alone rushing out to rescue them. 

Since the creation of the world, Yang and pure represented heaven while Yin and turbid resembled 

earth. The two kinds of nature essences in Hao Ren’s body were in sync with the Heavenly Dao. 

The Zhen-level nature essence that Hao Ren cultivated during this week was seeping into the meridians 

and turning into the connate essence, and the Gen-level nature essence which Hao Ren cultivated 

before the plan spread all over the body after it was unlocked, turning into postnatal essence. 

In one breath, Hao Ren’s dragon core which had been sealed for one week suddenly was locked with 

many openings! 

Feeling sick, Hao Ren’s head turned hot, and he instantly transformed into a dragon and rushed out of 

the window. 

Transforming into a dragon! 

He broke through to at least Dui-level! 

The white dragon that was over 1,000 meters long dashed between the sky and the earth! 

Above the black sea surface and under the clear sky, the white dragon flew up magnificently! 

Meanwhile, the dragon essence that came from Hao Ren’s transformation shot up into the sky as well. 

“This…” Hao Zhonghua was dumbfounded. 

Dragon! It was a dragon that he had been searching so hard for! 



Grandma was surprised at the sight and then turned cheerful. “Great! It’s a small white dragon, a good 

sign! It’s an ocean dragon that is trying to ascend on the Moon Festival Day!” 

“Yue Yang! Yue Yang!” Hao Zhonghua left Grandma and ran toward his own room. 

Meanwhile, Hao Ren felt like he could go anywhere in the vast world! 

The sword energies which were scattered in the sky gathered around Hao Ren’s dragon body. 

Bang! Bang! 

The sword energies turned from 160 to 320, and then from 320 to 640! 

Bang! 

The number of sword energies doubled again to 1280! 

“It’s the dragon transformation!” The three metal-elemental dragon cultivators were a little surprised. 

When they saw Hao Ren last time, he was only at Zhen-level, and they wondered how he had skipped 

Gen-level and reached Dui-level in the blink of an eye! He had even successfully transformed into a 

dragon! 

They didn’t know that the Lu sisters had been blocking them so that Hao Ren could have the time to 

transform into a dragon. 

They had been secretly surprised by the Lu sisters who were blocking them with a pair of dharma 

treasures that were close to supreme spiritual treasures, and they wanted to take those two dharma 

treasures by force. They didn’t expect Hao Ren to transform into a dragon suddenly! 

“Humph! He is only a small Dui-level dragon!” 

Recovering from their initial shock, they turned their attacks from the Lu sisters to Hao Ren. 

Any dragon cultivator who had just turned into a dragon would experience the weakest moment! Faced 

with three top-tier Qian-level cultivators, even the dragon form couldn’t stop them. 

Crack! 

A lightning bolt struck down from the sky! 

With Hao Ren’s breakthrough and transformation into his dragon body, the Heavenly Dao sent down the 

challenge! 

The 1280 sword energies suddenly came together, spiraling into the high sky. 

“Gongzi!” Seeing that Hao Ren had transformed into a dragon, the Lu sisters knew that he had gained a 

breakthrough, but they were still worried about him. 

If not for the attacks of the three metal-elemental dragon cultivators, they could have prepared fully for 

Hao Ren, but Hao Ren had to pass the challenge by himself in this hasty moment. 

The purple lightning bolt which was as thick as an arm struck Hao Ren’s head! A dragon must resist the 

force of the heavenly tribulation! 



Standing at the window, Grandma was excited. 

“This is a dragon transformation… To become a dragon, it must withstand the heavenly lightning bolts! If 

it can’t withstand the heavenly lightning bolts, it would be struck back to its original form and could 

even die. Ay, it isn’t so easy to transform into a dragon…” Grandma had heard all this from her seniors 

when she was little, and she had never imagined that she would witness this process in her life! 

The purple lightning bolt crackled while it spread from the head to the tail of the dragon. Since Hao Ren 

now had the Immortal Physique which was equivalent to half a heavenly dragon, he wasn’t afraid of the 

heavenly tribulation at the stage of dragon transformation! 

Not used to the huge dragon form, he moved the dragon tail, and the purple lightning bolt disappeared. 

“Good!” Grandma yelled from the window. 

Crack… Another lightning bolt struck down. 

This time, it was a golden lightning bolt, and Hao Ren blocked it with his claws! 

The three golden lights launched by the three metal-elemental dragon cultivators were destroyed by the 

remaining force of the golden lightning bolt. 

The three metal-elemental dragon cultivators looked at the white dragon, astonished that there were 

two lightning bolts during the dragon transformation tribulation! Thinking that Hao Ren probably 

couldn’t survive this heavenly tribulation, they stopped attacking him to avoid attracting the lightning 

bolts to themselves! 

Bang! Hao Ren was struck down for hundreds of meters, and its tail almost touched the ocean. 

Bang! 

His dragon tail slapped the ocean surface, and he flew up again. 

“Good! The Sway of the Dragon Tail!” Anxious, Grandma watched from the window and felt more 

excited than ever in the past dozens of years. 

When a portion of the lightning bolt entered the ocean, it lit up the whole surface and exploded a crater 

while sending hundreds of tons of fishes into the air. 

The ocean wave shot up by Hao Ren’s dragon tail surged into the sky for thousands of meters in the 

form of a water beam! 

While the water beam shot toward the metal-elemental dragon cultivators, they lifted their hands to 

block, and Duan Yao took the opportunity to escape from them, flying toward the Lu sisters. 

Seeing Duan Yao escaping, the three metal-elemental dragon cultivators were not worried. After all, 

their target was Hao Ren, and they would deal with the rest after catching Hao Ren 

A dragon was the weakest after the heavenly tribulation; it was the perfect time to catch Hao Ren. 

However, before they could attack, another lightning bolt struck down from the high sky! 



“What on earth is this dragon transformation?! Why are there three heavenly lightning bolts?” The 

three metal-elemental dragon cultivators who had witnessed countless dragon transformations felt like 

something was not right. 

Among the truly powerful metal-elemental dragons, there would be two heavenly lightning bolts while 

they transformed into dragons, and two was the limit. However, the Heavenly Dao had struck out three 

heavenly lightning bolts while Hao Ren transformed into a dragon! 

The third heavenly lightning bolt was a five-color lightning bolt! 

Even the three knowledgeable metal-elemental dragon cultivators had never seen such a heavenly 

lightning bolt! They didn’t know that it was the heavenly lightning bolt that punished heavenly dragons. 

“Gongzi!” The Lu sisters watched Hao Ren with sweat in their palms. 

They didn’t expect the heavenly lightning bolts to be so mighty, and there was even a five-color lightning 

bolt specifically aimed at Hao Ren’s Immortal Physique! 

Hua… In the colorful lights, Hao Ren fell into the water and tumbled into the ocean! 

With wide eyes, Grandma watched tensely. Due to her poor eyesight, she couldn’t see the tiny figures 

such as the Lu sisters, but she could see that a huge white dragon was struck into the ocean by the 

colorful heavenly lightning bolt. 

She sincerely hoped that this white dragon could survive the heavenly tribulation and fly up to heaven, 

not knowing that this white dragon wasn’t a water beast from the ocean but her beloved grandson! 

“Hahahaha… In the full Moon night, the energy of the stars is the greatest. It’s stupid to transform into a 

dragon at this time!” 

“He’s dead. Just wait for his dead body! If you girls go with me without a fuss, I’ll spare your lives!” 

The metal-elemental dragon cultivators had calmed down from the initial shock. When the sky went 

back to normal, and Hao Ren floated up little by little after dropping into the sea, they knew that Hao 

Ren had been killed by the heavenly lightning bolt that they had never seen before. 

Things happened so fast that they didn’t even have the time to react, but they were the final winners 

anyway! 

Hovering beside the Lu sisters, Duan Yao touched her aching neck and looked at the sea surface coldly 

with a sense of desolation. 

“Are all the hateful things that he had done gone with his death?” Feeling empty, she didn’t know if it 

were right of her to retaliate Hao Ren. 

In the small garden, Zhao Yanzi and Xie Yujia were also looking at the sea surface with wide eyes in 

surprise. 

They were all feeling lost, wondering what they should do if Hao Ren really died. 

Hua… Suddenly, a white dragon flew up from the sea in the surging water. 



The heavenly lightning bolt had shredded one layer of skin which was the only impurities in the dragon 

body. Now, the white dragon was crystal clear with glimmering silver light on it, prettier than jade! 

“Impossible!” 

The three metal-elemental dragon cultivators widened their eyes. 

At Dui-level, which was the threshold of dragon transformations, it was not easy to withstand one 

heavenly lightning bolt let alone three. In addition, this dragon had even leveled up! 

Two dragon horns appeared on this dragon’s head; a result of the lightning energy! 

A dragon which could summon rain, wind, lightning, and thunder! 

“Yeah!” Grandma slapped the window, feeling the boiling blood in her body. 

In the small garden, Zhao Yanzi and Xie Yujia held each other with tears in their eyes since they had 

thought that Hao Ren was dead. 

“Transforming into a dragon on the night of full Moon would summon the strongest heavenly lightning 

bolts, but the strength gained in the process is also the mightiest!” The Lu sisters said to the three 

metal-elemental dragon cultivators. 

The night of the Moon Festival had the greatest star energy and the strongest heavenly lightning bolts. 

Due to their confidence in Hao Ren, the Lu sisters had chosen this day for Hao Ren to gain his 

breakthrough, believing that Hao Ren would become the strongest one. 

Looking at the white dragon that was glimmering with silver light, Duan Yao felt weird, not knowing if 

she felt happy or sad. 

“Humph! I’ll kill him myself! I won’t let him die in others’ hands!” Duan Yao thought to herself as she bit 

on her lip. 

“Attack!” 

The three metal-elemental dragon cultivators shot dharma treasures at Hao Ren. 

“He is lucky to survive the heavenly lightning bolts, but he wouldn’t withstand the fierce attacks from us! 

With his great cultivation speed, this kid would grow into a powerful enemy, and we must stop him 

now!” they thought to themselves. 

In this white dragon form, Hao Ren stepped on the thin clouds and didn’t move. 

Seeing that Hao Ren didn’t dodge, the three metal-elemental dragon cultivators were ecstatic, thinking 

that he was exhausted by the dragon transformation process! 

After transforming into a dragon, the dragon cultivator couldn’t use any techniques or any dharma 

treasures; they must battle with their strong dragon bodies. This was why most of the dragon cultivators 

rarely went into their dragon forms. 

Only when they tried to flee from danger or were too weak would they reveal their dragon forms. 



They believed that Hao Ren was in a weak state, and it was easy to capture him after he had just 

transformed into a dragon! 

Crack… The sword energies that Hao Ren had released into the sky earlier suddenly pulled down the 

lightning bolts from the sky! 

Chapter 659: Attack!!! 

 

Seeing the lightning which was as thick as a bucket striking down from the sky, the three metal-

elemental dragon cultivators were scared. 

They tried to flee, but Lu Linlin and Lu Lili had built layers of array formation with Yin-Yang Bracelets 

around them. 

With their combined forces, the three metal-elemental dragon cultivators could have broken the array 

formation made by the Lu sisters’ Yin-Yang Bracelets if they had time. However, they didn’t have the 

time to do it! 

In the area where the heavenly lightning bolt struck, the three metal-elemental dragon cultivators had 

the highest realms. 

Tonight, it was full Moon, and Hao Ren also just summoned three heavenly lightning bolts, making the 

lightning energy especially abundant in the area. Therefore, this new lightning bolt caught the three 

metal-elemental dragon cultivators off guard! 

As terrified expressions appeared on their faces, the white dazzling light beam struck onto their bodies! 

Bang! 

The lightning bolt created a crater which was as deep as 50 meters in the ocean, and the seashore even 

shook under its force. 

As the lightning energy flashed, three golden dragons tumbled out in three directions! 

Knowing that they couldn’t withstand the heavenly lightning, they had hurriedly turned into their 

dragon forms to withstand it! 

Despite their transformations, they were still struck dizzy by the lightning bolt! If not for their top-tier 

Qian-level strength and their combination of forces, they would have died! 

Hua… The ocean waves crushed the umbrellas on the beach and the protection embarkment, and some 

big waves even rushed into Hao Ren’s family’s living room on the higher ground. 

“Jiao Dragon!” 

Lu Linlin and Lu Lili looked at Hao Ren’s silver dragon body in pleasant surprise. 

Dragons were divided into four kinds: the ones with scales were Jiao Dragons; the ones with wings were 

Ying Dragons; the ones with horns were Qiu Dragons; the ones without horns were Chi Dragons. 

Among the four kinds, Jiao Dragons were closest to Heavenly Dragons. 



When he was lower than Dui-level, Hao Ren had forced himself into his dragon form and turned into a 

Chi Dragon without scales nor horns. He could fly but had no force of a real dragon, and he looked more 

like a huge white snake. 

After blocking three heavenly lightning bolts, Hao Ren not only had shiny scales but horns as well. He 

was a Jiao Dragon! 

The three metal-elemental dragons which had been struck into the ocean flew up with bared teeth and 

sharp claws, lunging toward Hao Ren who was in his dragon form. 

Now that they had turned into real dragons, they decided to fight with their dragon bodies! 

“Beat the evil dragons, little white dragon!” Staring at the high sky, Grandma waved her fists. 

The three metal-elemental dragon cultivators transformed into golden dragons were quite magnificent 

golden scales, but Grandma’s instinct told her that they were evil dragons! 

After returning to his room, Hao Zhonghua stared out of the balcony at a loss for words. 

“Three golden dragons and one white dragon! Am I hallucinating or are my eyes playing tricks on me?” 

he thought to himself. 

“Yue Yang! Yue Yang! Did you see that?” Hao Zhonghua recovered from the shock and pulled at Yue 

Yang. 

“See what?” Yue Yang looked out in confusion and then picked up her cell phone immediately. “The 

shaking a moment ago was very strong. Is it an earthquake in the shallow earth under the sea floor?” 

she talked with the workers in the station. 

Crack… In the high sky, Hao Ren was fighting the three stronger golden dragons. 

The three golden dragons were at top-tier Qian-level. As powerful dragon cultivators, they could charge 

at the Heavenly Dragon Realm, and their dragon bodies were huge! 

Surrounded by the three dragons, it seemed like Hao Ren would be covered in wounds by their claws. 

Hiss… A sound similar to fireworks resonated in the sky. 

Hao Ren’s Light Splitting Sword Shadow Scroll was activated! 

Them turning into their dragon forms was what Hao Ren had hoped for! Usually, the dragon cultivators 

couldn’t use techniques in dragon forms, but his Light Splitting Sword Shadow Scroll was different! 

He released his nature essence to form sword energies! 

The 1280 sword energies carrying vague silver lightning energy left black burned marks on the three 

golden dragons. 

The three golden dragons scattered immediately after being hurt. 

Swaying his white dragon body, Hao Ren condensed the 1280 sword energies into 256 Tiangang sword 

energies. 



Each sword energy was made of hundun lightning! 

Attack! 

The sword energies spreader like a lotus flower around Hao Ren as his will, and each of the sword 

energies was as colorful as the five-color heavenly lightning bolt from the high sky! 

“Auch…” The three golden dragons screamed, shaking their bodies while Hao Ren’s 256 sword energies 

pierced their powerful dragon bodies. 

Standing between the Lu sisters, Duan Yao watched the scene in the high sky, surprised that Hao Ren 

could fight with three cultivators who were equivalent to top-tier Nascent Soul Realm. 

She didn’t know that Hao Ren had significantly damaged the three golden dragons by summoning the 

heavenly lightning bolt, forcing them to turn into their dragon forms. Then, he used the sword energies 

which were his trump cards to attack them! It was a carefully-executed plan! 

At this critical moment, Hao Ren didn’t dare to rely on the unpredictable golden shield. His attacks 

looked risky, but everything went as he had planned! 

Hua… the 256 sword energies split into 1280 sword energies again, using the Five Tigers Sheep Flock 

Array Formation. 

The sword energies divided into five groups and burned toward the three golden dragons like five clouds 

of flames. 

In fact, each of the five sword energy clouds contained the five elements and were small killing array 

formations themselves. 

In their dragon forms, the three metal-elemental dragons couldn’t use their techniques or dharma 

treasures, so they had to block with their bodies and claws! 

Five Tigers Sheep Flock Array Formation! Like five fierce tigers jumping into a flock of sheep, the five 

groups of sword energies worked together! 

After reaching top-tier Qian-level, the three metal-elemental cultivators were almost invincible against 

any dharma treasures. However, Hao Ren’s sword array cut into their bodies, almost turning them into 

pieces! 

“Roar…” The three golden dragons waved their golden claws furiously, lunging toward Hao Ren and 

disregarding the Taiyi Cave Master’s instruction of catching Hao Ren alive. 

Their dragon bodies shimmered in golden lights while they circulated nature essence to the limit! 

They wanted to crush Hao Ren into a meat pie! 

On the one hand, dragons could protect the mortals and make sure that everything was fine. On the 

other hand, they could get very fierce and brutal! 

“Gongzi!” 



Seeing Hao Ren in danger, the Lu sisters immediately threw out their Yin-Yang Bracelets, knowing that 

Hao Ren couldn’t defeat the three metal-elemental dragons after angering them. 

The black and the white rings turned into the size of houses, but they were sent flying for thousands of 

meters by the golden claws of two golden dragons! 

Xie Yujia shot out several energy arrows, but they were nothing in front of the huge golden dragons. 

Hao Ren tensed up while he controlled the 1280 sword energies to use the Five Tigers Sheep Flock Array 

Formation from their behind 

However, the three golden dragons were desperate, and they lunged toward Hao Ren without any 

regard for the sword energies behind them! 

Huala… Suddenly, many arrows shot out of the water and dashed toward the three golden dragons 

which were dashing toward the white dragon! 

The arrows were so dense; there were tens of thousands of them! 

With shiny arrowheads, the arrows shot into the scales of the golden dragons! 

“Liu Yi from East Ocean is here to help the Commanding General fight the enemies!” A magnificent voice 

sounded from the waves. 

Since Lady Zhen had promised that demon beasts that were more powerful than level 6 would never 

appear at the eastern and western border of the Demon Sea, Zhao Guang had summoned the important 

generals to re-arrange the troops of East Ocean. 

As Hao Ren’s trusted aide, Liu Yi had returned from West Ocean with 500 black-armored soldiers to join 

the discussion. 

When the Dragon Palace felt the quakes, and the patrolling guards reported the battle between 

cultivators close to the shore, Liu Yi led his 500 black-armored soldiers to the surface to check on the 

situation. As soon as he came out, he saw Hao Ren in his white dragon form fighting with three golden 

dragons fiercely. 

Bang! Exploding open his black armor, Liu Yi turned into a black dragon and dashed toward the three 

golden dragons! 

Without the permission of the East Ocean Dragon Clan, the metal-elemental dragon cultivators had 

trespassed on their territory. It was an invasion! It couldn’t be tolerated! 

Seeing their leader turning into a black dragon, the 500 black-armored soldiers all rushed out of the sea 

and turned into black dragons as well. 

As the elite force of the East Ocean Dragon Clan, the black-armored soldiers had all reached Dui-level. 

Although the number of elders in Qian-level and Kun-level that East Ocean had was less than West 

Ocean when the latter was back in its prime, the middle-level forces of East Ocean was powerful! 



The black-armored soldiers had been Zhao Kuo’s personal troop and had swept across the ocean 

unrivaled! They had been assigned to Liu Yi who had offered to go to battle in the West Ocean Dragon 

Clan, and the latter had been a good leader! 

The 500 black dragons rushed toward the three huge golden dragons! 

In the house, Hao Zhonghua was stupefied by the sight. 

“What a sight! One white dragon is leading hundreds of black dragons to attack three golden dragons!” 

he thought. 

“Yue Yang! Yue Yang! Where’s my camera?” He turned his head and yelled at Yue Yang. 

Sitting by the bed, Yue Yang was holding the phone and talking to his colleague, “Yes… Pay special 

attention to the meteorological data offshore, especially the movements on the bottom of the ocean…” 

On the seashore, Duan Yao was amazed when she saw Hao Ren hovering in the air calmly while 

hundreds of fierce black dragons lunged toward the three golden dragons. 

The many dragons blocked the bright moonlight, dimming the space between the sky and the sea 

instantly! 

Hao Ren’s sword energies formed the Four Gates Base Guard Array Formation, trapping the three 

golden dragons! 

The troops of East Ocean surged out of the sea at the same time! 

“Hail to the Commanding General!” Tens of thousands of soldiers yelled simultaneously. 

The big array formed by the soldiers instantly activated and attacked the three golden dragons who had 

been forced close to the sea surface by Hao Ren’s sword energies! 

“Attack!” Tens of thousands of soldiers yelled as one! 

Chapter 660: Kill Anyone Who Comes My Way! 

 

Lights flashed on the surface of the sea. 

Hao Zhonghua and Grandma who were standing by the window suddenly saw the ocean return to it 

previous calm as if everything that had happened before were just tKill anyone who comes my way! 

Lights flashed on the surface of the sea. 

Hao Zhonghua and Grandma who were standing by the window suddenly saw the ocean return to it 

previous calm as if everything that had happened before were just their imaginations. 

In fact, the tens of thousands of East Ocean soldiers had created the array formation that engulfed the 

area between the shore to the center of the ocean to surround their enemies! 

Standing in the small garden, Zhao Yanzi and Xie Yujia looked at each other in relief. 



Only half a minute ago, Hao Ren had been in real danger. However, after the troops of East Ocean came 

to his rescue, they had turned the table! 

Boom! 

The soldiers of East Ocean stood in neat lines with high spirits! 

Standing in a square-shaped destruction array, they shot out flashing lights with their weapons. 

Duan Yao widened her big eyes and watched the military array of the East Ocean Dragon Palace in 

disbelief. 

Sky Mountain Sect excelled in array formations, but the disciples of the sect usually cultivated by 

themselves and practiced array formations only periodically. Compared with the array formations of the 

East Ocean Dragon Palace which involved tens of thousands of soldiers, Sky Mountain Sect’s array 

formations were just child’s play! 

If the middle-level cultivators of Sky Mountain Sect fought with the soldiers of the East Ocean Dragon 

Palace, the former would receive great casualties in one round of attacks! 

The three golden dragons who were surrounded by the big array formation tried to return to their 

human forms, but Hao Ren wouldn’t give them a chance! 

The sword energies changed into daggers which danced around the dragons liked snowflakes. 

They looked colorful and pretty, but they left deep wounds on the golden dragons! 

“Attack!” 

Tens of thousands of East Ocean soldiers yelled again. 

Many long spears were thrown at the three golden dragons from the inner circle, and the many arrows 

were shot at them by the soldiers at the outer circle. 

Flying in the air around the big array formation, the 500 black dragons suppressed the three golden 

dragons under them! 

Liu Yi had brought a black robe to Hao Ren. 

Hao Ren swirled in the sky before returning to his human form. Wearing the black robe, he looked down 

at the three golden dragons who couldn’t fly anymore! 

For the tens of thousands of East Ocean soldiers who had blocked the Heavenly Tribulation for Zhao 

Kuo, it was easy to surround and defeat these three seriously wounded golden dragons! 

Besides, the elders of East Ocean had hurried to the outer circle of the array formation, ready to join the 

fight! 

Azure Dragon, White Tiger, Black Tortoise, and Vermilion Bird! 

The square formations created by tens of thousands of soldiers released four colors in four directions, 

ad the four golden-armored generals controlled them those directions! 



On the ocean, Liu Yi kept spitting out fire with the 500 black dragons and beat down the golden dragons 

the moment they moved. 

Around the ocean, the dozens of East Ocean elders took their positions and shot their dharma treasures 

at the square crater and hit the golden dragons on their bellies, making them tumble in the ocean with 

pain! 

These three metal-elemental dragon cultivators had thought that the East Ocean Dragon Clan wouldn’t 

dare to make a move against the metal-elemental dragons. To their shock, the East Ocean Dragon Clan 

had sent out all their troops, determined to kill them. 

It was forbidden for the dragon cultivators to kill each other, but when one’s core interest was violated, 

one could fight back! 

Without the permission of the Dragon God Shrine and the East Ocean Dragon Clan, the metal-elemental 

dragon cultivators entered East Ocean City to capture the Commanding General and Fuma of East 

Ocean. In this situation, the East Ocean Dragon Clan had every reason to kill them! 

The East Ocean Dragon Clan was ready to declare war on the metal-elemental dragons! 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

Clouds of light struck onto the three golden dragons, opening their skin and flesh! Under such dense 

attacks, these three dragons didn’t have time to return to their human forms! 

However, if they returned to their human forms, they would have been killed by these attacks. 

Despite their top-tier Qian-level realm, they were no match for the tens of thousands of powerful 

soldiers in array formations! 

Hovering in the high sky, Hao Ren was shocked as he watched the three golden dragons getting trapped 

like earthworms in the square-shaped array formed by tens of thousands of soldiers. 

The big array of East Ocean was even more powerful than the grand array formation of Sky Mountain 

Sect. Hao Ren thought for a while and felt like he wouldn’t be able to escape from this big array if he 

was trapped in it. 

He looked back at the shore and saw Duan Yao, who had just escaped from the metal-elemental dragon 

cultivators, standing between the Lu sisters. She gaped at the dragon-slaughtering scene on the ocean. 

Duan Yao who had recovered her Core Formation Realm suddenly sensed Hao Ren’s eyes on her. She 

looked up suddenly and met Hao Ren’s gaze before glaring back at him with gritted teeth. 

Hao Ren was indeed powerful, but she wasn’t afraid of him! 

“Roar…” The three golden dragons who had been fierce and arrogant only half an hour ago had 

deflated. Flapping in the ocean, they could no longer fly while their golden scales were soaked in their 

blood. 

The soldiers of East Ocean could kill the three golden dragons any time; they were only waiting for the 

command from their commanding general, Hao Ren 



With 500 black dragons hovering in the low sky and blocking their exit, the three dying golden dragons 

had no way to escape! 

“What’s happening?” 

A white light flew over swiftly from the west. 

The presence of a peak Qian-level cultivator immediately came and engulfed the entire ocean area! 

Standing on a long black spear, Yue Zilong appeared in the area like a shooting star in a white shirt 

While he flew, his aura surged up ocean waves as high as ten meters, knocking away the East Ocean 

soldiers on his way. 

“Erm…” Hovering in the high sky, Hao Ren raised his hand slightly. 

The generals who were controlling the array formation in the four directions saw Hao Ren’s gesture and 

immediately issued the order to stop attacking. 

Instantly, the ocean became quiet in the dark night. 

Floating on the waves, the three golden dragons didn’t have an intact scale on them. No one could tell if 

they were still alive since their eyes were all closed. 

“What’s happening?” Yue Zilong glanced at the golden dragons in the ocean and asked Hao Ren again. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! 

The Lu sisters flew to Hao Ren’s side, stepping on light waves. They worried that this man would arrest 

Hao Ren. 

“The golden dragons challenged us, and East Ocean fought back. That is what happened,” Hao Ren 

looked at Yue Zilong and said. 

He didn’t believe that Yue Zilong who was at peak Qian-level had been oblivious to the commotion here. 

He knew that Yue Zilong had been aware of the situation ever since he advanced in level and went 

through the Heavenly Tribulation. 

However, Yue Zilong didn’t appear to help either side when the battle was fierce. Now that the situation 

was clear, he showed up to clean the mess. 

Yue Zilong looked at Hao Ren and then at the three golden dragons on the ocean, remaining silent for 

several seconds. 

From Hao Ren’s calm gaze, he knew that Hao Ren had expected his appearance. 

Since the metal-elemental dragon cultivators had never followed the rules set by the Dragon God 

Shrine, it was fine with him to teach them a good lesson. He was relieved to see that the three metal-

elemental dragon cultivators were still alive. Otherwise, the situation would get tricky. 

He met Hao Ren’s gaze again, feeling like Hao Ren had played him. 



Due to Hao Ren’s identity as an inspector and the balance of forces, he had to take care of this for Hao 

Ren as a deputy shrine master. 

“Humph! The metal-elemental dragons will be punished for violating the laws! I’ll take them to the 

prison in the Dragon God Shrine!” Yue Zilong said. 

Hearing his words, the three golden dragons suddenly tried to struggle and fly up! 

Hua! 

Yue Zilong kicked on his long black spear lightly, and his weapon drew out a dash of light before cutting 

off the three golden dragons’ tails! 

“Vicious!” Hao Ren thought as he was shocked by Yue Zilong’s cruel act. 

Yue Zilong then tossed out a rope-shaped dharma treasure which bound the heads of the three golden 

dragons, and he dragged them up from the ocean and flew into the distance. 

In the moonlight, Yue Zilong looked very fierce while dragging away three golden dragons who lost their 

tails! 

Blood gushed out of the golden dragons’ wounds and splashed down from the sky. 

The soldiers who had been splashed by the dragon blood had a slight elevation of realm since dragon 

blood was a great elixir to cultivators, let alone the blood of top-tier Qian-level, metal-elemental 

dragons! 

Bang! Bang! Liu Yi led the 500 black dragons into the ocean in his black dragon form, and the ocean 

looked as if it were boiling with the surging waves. 

“Hail to the Commanding General!” The tens of thousands of soldiers who were soaked in dragon blood 

yelled enthusiastically and submerged into the ocean. 

After returning to their camps in East Ocean, they would definitely experience an increase in their 

strength. 

Hao Ren didn’t just defeat the three top-tier Qian-level, metal-elemental dragon cultivators; the Dragon 

God Shrine also took away the metal-elemental dragons without punishing East Ocean for attacking 

other dragon cultivators. It was a great power! 

Their morale surged! 

Looking at Yue Zilong who dragged away the three metal-elemental dragons, Hao Ren knew that the 

Dragon God Shrine stood firmly on the side of East Ocean. 

By severely injuring the dying metal-elemental dragons, Yue Zilong had shown his impartial standing 

while taking some responsibility for East Ocean. 

Since the three metal-elemental dragons would be locked up in the Dragon God Shrine, the metal-

elemental dragon clan would have to go there for the negotiation. 



Since the East Ocean Dragon Clan had leaned toward the Dragon God Shrine, and Hao Ren was a level 3 

inspector, Yue Zilong had to cover for Hao Ren since the Dragon God Shrine didn’t want to see a war 

between the metal-elemental dragon clan and the water-elemental dragon clan. 

 


